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Smokey Blaze Leaves 44 Students Homeless
by John Morrier
A three-alarm fire in an apartment
building at 29 Cummings Rd.,
Brighton, Thursday left 44 Boston
College students without permanent
housing at least through today.
No one was hurt in the blaze.
The fire started in a dryer in the
basement utility room, and quickly
spread through the roof. Three apartments in the building were "completely devastated" according to
Daniel Zenga, trustee for Rosalind
Realty, the building's owner.
The blaze started at around 3:50
pm, and quickly filled the building
with smoke. Sophomore Joseph Gindhart lived on the first floor, and was
the first to notice the fire. "I saw
smoke coming through the floor, and
ran downstairs," he said. "I told the
realty office [Rosalind Realty has offices in the building] and they called
it in."
Trish Plunkett lives on the top
floor of the building. "Me and my
roomates were watching TV, and the
power just went out. I heard yelling,
and when I opened the door, the
hallway was filled with smoke. Joe
[Gindhart] had come up to get us out.
The stairs were filled we smoke on
the way down. I couldn't see."
The laundry room is next to a fire
wall which separates 29 Cummings
from 35 Cummings, which is attached. Thefire was horizontally contain-

Ed by the wall, but quickly spread upward, breaking through the roof,
three stories up. The building sustained approximately $100,600 worth of
structural damage, according to fire
officials. The three apartments above
the laundry room sustained the
heaviest damage, and must be "completely gutted" according to Zenga.
Those apartments will not be
available for occupancy for "a good
eight weeks,"Zenga said.
The fire caused severe damage to
the electrical and heating systems of
the building, leaving both 29 and 35
Cummings without heat. Workers
were at the scene Friday, boarding up
some apartments, and attempting to
restore heat and power to the
building. As soon as the utilites are
restored, which could be as early as
today, Zenga expects 35 Cummings
to be ready for reoccupancy. Approximately 25 students, more than
halfof those displaced by the blaze,
live in 35 Cummings.
Half of the apartments in 29 Cummings did not receive direct damage
from the fire, but did sustain heavy
smoke and water damage. Those
apartments will receive a thorough
cleaning, and should be ready for
reoccupancy within two weeks,
Zenga said.
Meanwhile, displaced students are
having to make arrangementsfor the
basics-food, clothing and shelter,
shelter.
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Many of the residents stayed in the
nearby Terrace Motel Thursday, with
Rosalind Realty picking up the tab

for the night. Others stayed with
friends in on and off campus apartments, or went home, according to
Dean of Students Edward J.
Hanrahan, SJ.
BC has also been providing food
for the displaced students. "We went
down [Thursday] night," Hanrahan
said. "We took enough food from
the Jesuit community kitchen to 37
Egremont. Those students [the
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residents of 37 Egremont] put peoHousing is planning temporary housple up overnight, We fed thirty peoing for students whose apartments
ple there. We scrounged enough food are being cleaned. Extra matresses
from St. Mary's."
were placed in Murray and O'ConThe Office of University Housing nell Houses and were reserved as temis also helping the students. Accorporary quarters for those displaced
ding to Director Robert Capalbo,
by the fire. The Newton Infirmary
"The four apartments of students also reserved six beds, but Capalbo
that were burned out totally, Joan said "There has been no need for
DeFeis gave them off campus housing there on an emergency
listings." DeFeis is Associate Direcbasis."
tor for Off Campus Housing. Some
"I can deal with this," Plunkett
students spent Friday looking for said. "I'm just glad it wasn't my
another apartment. In addition, home" that burned.

Cummings Residents Cope With
Loss, Inconvenience From Fire
by Kerry McLaughlin

For those of us who sit comfortably in our dorm rooms, the fire
which took place last Thursday evening at 29 Cummings Rd. may be an
exciting piece of news, and perhaps
no more than that. But for those
Boston College students who came
home from classes on what could
have been a typical day, to find their
home destroyed, it is quite a different
story. A question remains long after
the flames have been put out. How
are they coping?
For Pat Hickey, a BC sophomore,
and his three roommates it has been
a trying experience. "We all feel completely helpless," commented Hickey
on tne eve after tne tire. He was
quick to add however, that BC has
been especially supportive in all
areas.
The Office of University Housing
provided the students with a list of
available apartments. Thursday night,
Hickey and his roommates were put
up for the night in the Terrace Motel
by their landlord. After Thursday
night, they were on their own. They
are hoping to receive approximately
$750 in relocation insurance. This
figure is tentative however. Daniel
Zenga of Rosalind Realty, which
owns 29 Cummings, said that the
$750 will be coming from
insurance.

in class knowing this."
Residents of 35A Cummings, more
popularly known as "the cave," are
temporarily homeless also due to the
fire. The damage was mostly confined to smoke and smashed windows.
They will be residing in Murray
House until sometime this week when
they'll be able to return to their apartment. Cave dweller Scan McLaughlin
heaped praises on BC for its quick
and continued support. He and his
roommates have received free food
from the BC dining services until they
are able to return to their apartment.
by Beyond finding a new apartment
the problems of the homeless
students continue to accumulate.
Hickey and his roommates had just
recently finished furnishing their
apartment and now they must face
this chore once again. Joe Gindhart,
Residents of 29 Cummings Rd.
a roommate of Hickey's, lost every
personal article he owned, including
Not only was BC helpful in providing locations of housing, they also
his stereo, skis, clothes, and books.
Most important of all, Hickey comprovided free meals for the students
mented, was that no one was hurt.
and excused them from classes on
Friday. Missing classes was a main
"We're lucky we weren't having a
party,
or that the fire didn't happen
Hickey's
concern of
who said,
"Academically it's going to be tough. at night when we were all asleep."
They are doing their best to pull
I'm really concerned, I have a lot of
work and I don't want to fall
their lives back to some form of normality which will undoubtedly take
behind."
time. Hickey said of their efforts,
Obviously Hickey's major concern
at this point is finding a new apart"We're coping. I don'tknow what's
ment. He stated,"l've never had no
going to happen, but the whole thing
place to live. It'll be hard to concenreally makes you think."
trate
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Two BC Students Spend Break in Nicaragua
Editor's note: The following is the
first in a series ofpersonal reports by
Daniel Bouvier, recounting his experiences in Nicaragua during
Christmas break.

eliminated. A small band of guerillas
formed in the late 1960's in opposition to the Somoza dictatorship. The
name, Sandinista National Liberation Front, was taken from a guerilla
leader of the 1930'swho had fought
for withdrawal of U.S. presence in
Nicaragua. This guerilla group soon
grew in popularity throughout the
country as Anastasio Somoza grew
more and more repressive with the
help of the National Guard. In 1979,

first student delegation, which confunding the Contras. There is a clear
sisted of a group of 17 college and necessary distinction to be made
students, from 14 different univerbetween support of the Sandinistas
sities from the Midwest to the East. and opposition to the Contras.
During our trip, we maintained
Historical considerations play a
political independence, being neither very large role in the crisis. For years,
"pro" nor "anti" Sandinista. We the people of Nicaragua lived under
by Daniel Bouvier
scheduled interviews with both the U.S.-supported Somoza DynasDuring Christmas break, Ursula members of the government, and perty. During this time period,
Kelly and I spent 12 days living and sons opposed to the government. The Nicaragua was the most stable of all
working with the people of extentto which we were political was of the Central American countries,
Nicaragua in connection with the the opposition to the United States for all opposition to Somoza was
Christian-based, non-violent action
organization, Witness for Peace.
While these North Americans were
along the Honduran border, they
noticed a significant drop in the
number of Contra attacks against the
civilian population. They theorized
that a permanent North American
presence would provide a living, protective shield for the citizens of

I

Freedom, page 19

Update
Pats Fans Crowd Airports
EAST BOSTON?Logan Airport experienced the heaviest passenger load
in its history last weekend. In fact, officials estimate more than 20,000 Patriot
fans alone flew to New Orleans, either directly or through several connecting cities, between Friday and Sunday morning. Forecasting the crowds,
airport officials of the Massachusetts Port Authority were quoted by The
Boston Globe as stating: "They will top the previous record departure of
14,000 New Englanders who went to Dallas to cheer Boston College in the
Cotton Bowl." According to officials, every flight and scheduled connection to New Orleans had been booked by Thursday, however, charter companies throughout the New England region have been bombarded with requests for small and jumbo jet rentals.

Nicaragua.

To date, over 1,500 U.S. citizens
have participated in Witness for
Peace. Aside from the objective of
slowing down attacks by therebels on
the civilian population, Witness for
Peace members are encouraged to
share their experiences to enable
fellow U.S citizens to better understand the effects of the U.S-sponsored
country.
in
that
war
in the
participated
I
Ursula and

the Sandinistas (with the support of
a wide base of the population, including the Catholic Church) overthrew Somoza.
In 1981, the United States began
funding a counter-revolutionary
group nicknamed the Contras. The
majority of these men were former
members of Somoza's National
Guard. (As a matter of fact, a recent

Anti-Abortion Groups Rally

Boston College students Daniel Bouvier (center) and Ursula Kelley (right)
talk with Nicaraguans during a visit to that country during Christmas break.
WASHINGTON, DC?Hundreds of Pro-Life groups from across the country
met here Wednesday to stage a rally and march on Capitol Hill to protest
the legalization of abortion. January 22 is the anniversary of the Supreme
Court Case, Rowe vs. Wade, that legalized abortion in 1973. Locally, Governor Michael S. Dukakis expounded his pro-choice stance at a meeting of
several pro-choice coalitions atthe Church of the New Covenant in Boston.
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Teacher Flies With Shuttle
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HOUSTON?Christa McAuliffe, a New Hampshire school teacher, is
scheduled to become the first civilian in space today on the space shuttle
Challenger. Although the flight was postponed until Sunday because of
previously announced storm conditions on the Saturday launch time, and
further delayed late Saturday, McAuliffe arrived at the launch site with much
enthusiasm and great expectations for her first lesson from space. The high
school science teacher has been scheduled to teach at 11:21 am and 12:51
pm on Wednesday via most PBS stations. McAuliffe and the six other
astronauts will return on Saturday morning at a target touchdown of 10:06.
Compiled by Anthony Varona
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Newton To Pass Non-Resident Parking Ban
by Rita Pandit

The Newton Board of Aldermen
are one step away from passing into
law a non-resident parking ban for
the city. The proposed ordinance to
establish a resident parking zone in
Newton would have a profound effect on Boston College, according to
Director of Community Affairs Dr.
Laurence Barton.
"This plan will have a devastating
impact on the entire Boston College
Community, including faculty,
students, visitors, and vendors,"he
said.
Under the plan, visitors to the city will no longer be able to park on
certain residential streets of Newton.
The two main anchor streets for BC,
Beacon Street and Commonwealth
Avenue, may be entirely closed off
to the public.
"What about the hundreds of vendors and salesman that serve BC daily? Where will these nennle nnrV
when they make their deliveries?"
Barton said.

The Newton Board of Alderman
will be voting on the bill and they say
it is not targetedto any particular institution. Alderman W. Reilly said,
"It is primarily designated for
Newton residents who live near the
MBTA and are worried about commuters who park on their streets."
A few months ago, BC had faced
an uphill battle against the proposal
and "now some elected officials may
be seeing the real problem of the
plan," said Barton. He also stressed
the importance ofeducating Newton
residents as well as the BC community on the plan since most people do
not know the seriousness of the

located near residential streets out of
business. It is unusual when all 5 institutions and the Chamber of Commerce join together on an issue,"
Barton said.
Many opposed to the plan see it as
income generating. Barton continued, "We are the largest employer
in Newton having over 2000
employees. BC is a great asset to the
city of Newton, economically,
religiously, and culturally and now
we are being penalized for our existence. Since 1957 BC fans have enjoyedfootball games and once a year
family and friends come to see
graduation. When there is full capacity crowd it will be impossible to accomodate everyone. There is no
guaranteethat the police chief will lift
the ordinance."

J

proposal.

Barton began his campaign against
the ban along with five other local institutions including Andover-Newton
Seminary, Aquinas Junior College,
Mount Ida College, Lasell Junior
College, and the Longwood Cricket
Club."I think together we can get
some more support," said Barton.
The Chamber of Commerce is also
opposed to the ordinance, according
to Barton. "It can put businesses

Presently the parking is street by
Residents of Newton who live
on a particular street will only be able
to park on that street. Residents can
be ticketed in their own city. Barton
also said, "Each year residents will
have to get a $5 parking permit from
street.
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Signs like these may appear on all Newton streets, if a parking ban considered
by the Newton Board of Aldermen passes.
the city to park on their own streets the rieht to waive the ordinance at

Pabich

and also what are the criteria, for any time. Graduation and the
exemptions."
Mayor's Prayer Breakfast may be
Reilly confirmed,"The ordinance considered exemptions but the footwill not have written in it specific ball games will not. Neighbors are
dates or functions that will be exconcerned and annoyed about the
empt. The Newton Police Chief has parking during these games."

Six BC Students Jailed by Boston Police
by Alden Bourne

they may confiscate alcohol."

A sign in the window of a student

23 Egremont St. in
Brighton reads, "Notice: No Loitering or Drinking on This Property.
Police Take Notice." Unfortunately, on Friday, January 17, the Boston
Police did take notice, and by the end
of the night, eight students, six of
them Boston College students, were
in jail cells in South Boston under
protective custody for detoxification.
The six BC students were John
Bickford, James Carey, Pat Coffey,
Bill Karpowic, Gerard Lynch, and
Mark McLean.
Problems started early in the evening when approximately 300 students
migrated to 23 Egremont. Residents
believe that those who arrived were
primarily freshmen and sophomores,
who quickly crowded the apartment
building. According to one of the
residents, Carey, "The party was
wall-to-wall people. You couldn't
move. There were people in the
apartments, in the halls, and backed
down the stairways into the front
apartment at

yard."

Owing to the overcrowding, the
residents opted to stop letting anyone
else in at approximately 10:30 pm
Parenthetically, Brian Boyle, a resident who worked thefront door said,
"Once we starting refusing admittance, I must have turned down at
least 150 people." Thefrustration of
those denied entrance quickly led to
trouble; a fight ensued in the
driveway of a neighbor. Theresidents
speculate that it was the fight which
caused a neighbor to notify the
police.
At approximately 11:45 pm, the
police arrived in force, with what
Lynch recalls as "at least six cruisers
which clogged theroad." The police
demanded that the party shut down,
and people left the building quickly.
According to Carey, "As soon as
people saw the first cruiser arrive,
they got out of there." As two BC
students, Coffey and Bickford, were
watching what was happening, an officer reportedly yelled, You better
move out of here." Bickford
responded, "How far do you want
me to move?" Seconds later, he was
cuffed and put into a cruiser.
When Coffey went to talk to
Bickford, the police told him to
leave. When Coffey persisted in his
attempts to talk to Bickford, the
police decided to place him under
protective custody as well. Both were
taken to the police station, where
after being frisked and removed of
their possessions, they were placed in
a cell to undergo detoxification.
They both contend that although
they had been drinking, they weren't
drunk. According to Nancy Sterling
Gleason of the Boston Police Department Information Office however, it
is at the officer's discretion as to
whether a person should be held for
detoxification. "If the person

She added that if someone who is
of age, and who can prove that the
keg is theirs, goes to the police station, they may retrieve thekeg. Outside, one of the officers reportedly
responded to the challenges, "We're
not talking to anyone without I.D.'s"
As the students returned inside for
their identification, Lynch, remained outside to discuss the matter with
the Sergeant on duty.
by The argument quickly became
'heated, with Lynch repeatedly calling the Sergeant, "Chief." Before the
(other students could return with
I.D.'s, Lynch had been placed in protective custody, and both he and the
keg were on their way to the police
station. Before being placed in a cell,
Lynch was permitted to make a
phone call. The line was busy, but
Lynch was not permitted to try again.
Back at 23 Egremont, all the police
had left.
After receiving two more complaints, the police returned at approximately 12:30 pm, with several
cruisers and a paddy wagon. Bill
Dailey, a resident, speculates that the
neighbors who called in were disturbed by the large number of people
milling around outside, who had
either failed to leave or who had
returned. However, within 23 Egremont itself, according to Carey, only the residents of the building, along
with approximately 10 to 12 people
who were in the basement, remained.
Once inside the building, the police
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Police do take notice.
disagrees, he may request a
breathalyzer test." She added that,
due to the circumstances of this particular case, if they had not been
taken in for detoxification, they probably could have been held for
disordly conduct or failure to
cooperate.

Police made their way to the back
of a basement apartment, where they
found an untapped keg which they
loaded in a cruiser at the rear of the
building.
In response, approximately eight
students followed, questioning the
officers' right to confiscate the keg.
However, according to Gleason, the
officers' actions would not have
changed if there had been someone
of age there. "If officers arrive at a
gathering of disorderly 40 year olds.

DaSilva :

went through the apartments, dumping out remaining cups ofbeer. The
manner in which they handled the
matter was questioned by the
residents, however. According to
Dailey, a second floor resident,
"They dumped cups of beer onto the
beds, the furniture, and onto my
clothes." According to several

clearly see that it was 160. He also

contends that another officer said,
"266. What are you going to do
about it?" Gleason was unable to
verify the badge numbers of the officers present. Meanwhile, Karpowic
had become more angry, and one of
the officers decided to take him into
protective custody.
residents, the overall attitude expressCarey tried to pull Karpowic back
ed by the police during this incident to calm him down. As he did so,
is what angered them the most. As another officer placed Carey in a
David McGlone, a resident of 23 strangle hold. They grabbed
Egremont said, "They think they're McLean. Minutes later, after being
Dirty Harry...Their attitude is that handcuffed, all three were put in the
intimidation will help. But it only paddy wagon under protective
leads to disrespect for what they're custody. Once at the station, Carey
supposed to stand for. They're workwas allowed to make a phone call;
ing outside the law, and that's not McLean and Karpowic were not.
right." Brian Boyle, who lives in the
After being placed in a cell to
basement apartment, recalls a similar undergo detoxification, Carey asked
incident. "Theypoured cups of beer when they would be released. Accoron the rug, the table, and onto the ding to Carey, the officer answered,
telephone."
"When you sober up." All three of
As the officers walked upstairs, them found the response absurd; they
Carey decided that the their actions contend that although they all had
were unmitigated. With another resibeen drinking, none of them were
dent, Mark McLean, he followed the drunk. Carey said, "I had to get up
policemen to retrieve badge numbers at six the next morning. I had about
in case they decided to lodge a fortwo beers in five hours."
mal complaint later. When they
According to McGlone, "I can
reached the first floor, they found understand the pressure put on them
another resident, Karpowic, arguing by people in the community, but I
with the officers. Purportedly, Karcan't understand them working outpowic was angry at the fact that the side the law to accomplish their
officers had lied earlier in the evenends." He believes that the police's
ing to gain entranceto the basement. efforts have led to a loss of privacy.
"My apartment isn't my apartment
As Karpowic argued, Carey asked
for several badge numbers. Accoranymore. If I turn my stereo too
ding to Carey, one officer said his
loud, somebody will walk in the
number was 180, while Carey could
door."

Voices on the Dustbowl

by Steve Fitzpatrick and Ted Mosher

How do you feel about graffiti on the dustbowl?

Frederick J. Adelmann, SJ

I think it's great in the wintertime.

Beth Brennan, A&S '87
Jean Boyle, A&S '87

Cathy Cesario, A&S '87
Jacqueline Brogan, A&S '88

More graphic illustrations are

We think the proper place for graffiti is not the dustbowl, but rather at
the O'Connell House Graffiti Art
Show on February 23.

needed.

Dan Wassel, SOM '88

Bill Frain, SOM '88
Brian Dooling, SOM '88
You mean there are gays at BC?
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Editorials
BC?Jones Case Closed
The Harlan Jones saga comes to a withering end.
After a year and a half of negotiations, Boston College paid Jones $7,500 not
to file a civil rights suit against the University for the violation of his First
Amendment rights, racial discrimination, and unlawful arrest.
This case revolves around the incident that occurred in September, 1984, in
which Jones was arrested while protesting at the William F. Buckley, Jr. lecture
held at Robert's Center.
Prior to this final settlement, BC dropped the criminal charges and discussed
several proposals. Originally, the University offered Jones $5,000 with an
official apology. BC subsequently maintained, however, that the arrest was
justified and the University was not at fault. The University still supports this
stance.

These actions are contradictory. Perhaps BC was attempting to avoid court
costs and unfavorable publicity. But this type of dealing does not contribute
favorably to BC's reputation. Either an up-front apology, thus an admittance
of its fault, or a firm stance that its actions were correct would be more
appropriate.

On the other hand, one may wonder why Jones abandoned his civil rights
crusade. He interprets the settlement as a victory, yet BC never admitted it was
wrong and offered him no apology.
It seems that both sides grew tired of the whole affair and wished to close
the case. Neither side can claim true victory. Rather than a firm standoff, our
story ends with both sides surrendering as the purpose of the battle has been

Drop

'em over there, you guys!
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forgotten.
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Relocation Dilemma
With the decision to build new dorms on Commonwealth Avenue, the
problem of where to relocate Alumni Hall and Philomatheia arises. The University
administration is presently close to making a decision. The locations currently
under consideration are Haley House, Murray House, Hovey House, Barat
House, and Putnam House.
The need to relocate these two halls is certainly reasonable, however, caution
must be taken not to disrupt the activities and purposes of these other groups,
particularly Murray and Haley Houses. The communities that use these buildings,
such as commuters and social justice groups, have worked to establish themselves
and gain support. To move these groups would show lack of sensitivity for their
needs and objectives.
We understand that with the lack of available space on campus, the task to
accomodate everyone is a difficult one. We hope that a solution agreeable to
all involved parties will be achieved and no one group will suffer from the
construction of the new dorms.

Community Supports Fire Victims
The fire on Cummings Road was an unfortunate incident, however there was
good that came out it. It showed how quickly the BC community could respond
and work together in a time of need.
On many occasions off-campus students feel neglected or separated from the
rest of the BC campus. This time, it was not the case. The Jesuit Community,
Dining Services, the Office of University Housing, the BC Police Department,
the Dean of Students Office and the friends and neighbors of the displaced
students who pulled together to shelter and feed them deserve commendation
for helping the students and showing concern for the off-campus population.
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Reader's Forum
Advertising
Abortion?
To the Editor:

will undoubtedly be informed of that missing
service to the BC student ad - abortion - and
be subjected to it in an undeservedly favorable
light. As any clinic operator will tell you,the
most financially lucrative solution to a pregnancy is abortion, and thus, this is the final goal
to which all advertising is directed. A business
is, after all, set up to make a profit, and as large
a profit as it is able.
From within the pages of the Heights many
have called for the divestiture of American
companies from the nation of South Africa.
Here is a country that is stripping raw the very
civil rights of a whole people, simply because
of the color of their skin. I, however, and
countless others, attest that a greater wrong is
being committed in our very own nation. Here
we do not only tolerate the denial of certain
natural rights to a whole people, but we permit their actual destruction, mutilation, and
carnage merely because theyfail to rest outside
their mother's wombs. The slaughters occur not
by the hundreds, or even the thousands, but by
the millions, and they are happening in
America, throughout the full nine months of
pregnancy, at the rate of 1.5 million a year
through this nice, neat, safe, service of
abortion.
These violations of human life and human
dignity extend not only to this separate intrauturine individual, but also to the women
that must bear the psychological, emotional,
and often times, the physical pain of theabortion, as can be attested to by the foundation
and rapid growth of the organizationWEBA
- Women ExploitedBy Abortion. This group
is national, and thousands strong, consisting
solely of women who have exnerienced an action and are in desperateneed of emotional and
group support as a result of .their encounter
with this destructive institution.
I challenge the Heights to divest from this
institution by denying advertising space to all
companies and other organizations whose
business normally includes abortion, not to
merely reject ads that are not "revised" so as
to tiptoe through legalskirmishes. I invite them
to do so not on the basis of external pressure
or coercion, but merely on the recognition of
an ethical code that realizes that civil wrongs
are not to be outwardly supported. I might also
add that several large independent newspapers
throughout the country have already initiated
such a policy that refuses ads like those in

As a newspaper expressing the most noble
intentions for those that are the most downtrodden in our society, the Heights has been an
outspoken champion of civil rights in its
editorial pages. It seems to follow, therefore,
that as a journalof integrity the Heights would
explore the actual nature of the very advertisements that appear within it. The particular
advertising sponsors that I refer to are The Bill
Baird Center and Repro Associates. Their
relatively prominent display advertisements
grace the pages of the Heights each week. Both
ads explain that their companies provide birth
control and other forms of reproductive
medicine the Bill Baird Center involved mostly
with the referral and counseling for such services, while Repro Associates provides them.
What the ads neglect to state, however, is that
both companies are involved with the providing
of abortion. In the case of the Bill Baird Center
this service is offered through referral, whereas
Repro Associates actually provides the abortion itself. This fact can be verified by a quick
look at the "Clinic" section of the Boston area
Yellow pages where the original forms of both
ads appear.
I gather from the third paragraph of the
advertising policy statement made on page four
of the January 21st issue of the Heights, that
for the Heights to permit the publication of an
ad for the service of abortion is, in essence, asking for their office to be relocated off campus,
for the publication of such an ad would be in
violation of their lease made with the Boston
College Administration. Such a fact brings to
a front questions of how truly independent this
newspaper is when confronted with serious
breaches of BC administrative concern and an
expiring office lease. It is admirable, however,
that the Heights has stated quite clearly their
position on such questionable ads, the principles that support mis position, and the extent
to which they have been willing to compromise
themselves in remaining as Boston College's only "Independent" student weekly.
The point, nevertheless, is that the Heights question.
The contraceptive and other medical services
is supporting, however indirectly, an industry
that
these organizations offer are not at issue
subjugation
that is founded upon the
of one
individual's rights beneath those of a "higher here, but their violations of civil rights, that are
class" of society. The Heights is providing manifested in the abortions that they provide,
advertising space, in return for financial gain, are. In the January 14, 1985 issue of Newsweek
it was stated that "in most serious debates...it
to two associations whose business it is to offer abortions to prospective customers. This is taken as a biological fact that a fetus is alive,
fact is true regardless of whether or not they human, and unique - a developing human being." With this in mind, and along with a more
are BC students, as the absence of such a service in their BC student advertisement seems enlightened understanding that a human being
that is conceived exists as an individual in societo imply.
ty and holds, at the very least, theright to exist
The idea of advertising is to draw a prospecand
to develop, I further urge thereconsiderative customer into a business patronage. How
tion
of these ads by the Editorial Board of the
company
accomplish
does a
such a goal? It does
so by establishing a relationship with its Heights as the stepping over of the line of betargeted future clientele first by appealing to ing "disparaging to any race, sex, creed, or nationality", as stated in thefourth paragraph of
their immediate needs, and then later by offering a reliable resource that is at the customer's the guidelines set forth in the afore mentioned
disposal when they again desire an expedient policy statement.
Thank you.
solution to their problem.
Sincerely
In this case these two "clinics" appealto the
immediate needs of many sexually active colDavid Druffner SOM '89
lege students - that is, the desire for birth control. This is the two organizations' purpose: to
establish a relationship through immediate
need. In fact, this is boldly proclaimed by the
slogan to the Repro Associates ad, which reads To the Editor:
"Get Acquainted with Us Before You Get Acquainted with Each Other." After thisbusiness
Thank God for foosball! After reading your
relationship has been established, the customer article on dorm improvements in today's

-

-

Fenwick Foosball

Heights, we would like to take this opportuni- tions quite seriously, I urge both the faculty and
thank the Administration for giving us a students not to dismiss lightly the importance
new lease on life. Granted, we had some pro- of these evaluations.
blems here at Fenwick last semester with
Sincerely,
alcohol, dorm damage, etc., but now we have
William B. Neenan, SJ
seen the light. Thanks to the new foosball table
Dean of Arts and Sciences
in the Fenwick lounge, we have found that we
can have fun without alcohol.
Previously, the unhealthy environment in the
study lounge bred an atmosphere conducive to
To the Editor:
rampant drunken revelry. Fenwick was fast
becoming a haven of drugs and prostitution
Applying as an undergraduate transfer to this
when the Administration stepped in. This
institution, I was immediately informed
fine
semester, we spend our time in more producacceptance that there was no housing
upon
tive pursuits, such as foosball.
available for me. 1 was to move fifteen hunYes, we have a new spirit ofcamaraderie here
dred miles from my home, as if that were not
at Fenwick. After all, friends just don't let
enough, but I also had to look for my own
friends play foosball drunk! So we challenge housing. Needless to say this was not a simple
the Administration to rise to the occasion: a
Nor was it light on my checkbook.
foosball table in every dorm! The implications task.
I realize that housing is limited in many
boggle. Foosball tournaments, intramural
majority of our
foosball...perhaps even Varsity Foosball [we universities. However, do the
not
enough houslive
as
if
there
were
hear they are pretty good over at Harvard]. students
ing? I believe not. Many students are providwith the convenience of apartment living and
In utmost sincerity edam
I
convinced that this is not essential to colDan Malone A&S '89
lege life.
Duffy Maher A&S '89
I spent my first two years at a university in
Tim Jette A&S '89
my home state. There I shared one room and
a bathroom. Certainly it was not luxurious living but because of the fact that we were college students we did not expect much more. The
room was arranged in such a way that it was
To the Editor:
conducive to studying. Is that not primarily
what we are here for?
This letter is in response to the article in your
I was recently informed by The Heights that
January21 issue regarding the Boston College
we
are building new dorms which "will condorm renovations which took place over the
tain
a full kitchen, living and dining rooms,
Christmas break.
bathroom and two bedrooms." This will create
I am appalled at both the high expense 384 beds for our students. Clearly, it would
($134,729) and the purpose of these renovaseem more appropriate to build the type of
tions. The allocation of funds to the Newton
dorms which would accomodate more students
Campus "weight room" I believe will be very
than this. Or is it thefact that Boston College
beneficial to the students living there, since the
students
believe that they deserve more than the
great distance between Newton Campus and the
typical dorm room?
Main Campus Sports Complex is an inconvenience. However, I see no justificationfor inCheryl Alessi
stalling a "soloflex room" in the Fenwick dorm
Grad A&S
on Upper Campus. If exercise is so important
to these students, then the five minute walk to
the plex will be a good start for them.
Perhaps the BC Housing Office should reexamine its priorities. I spent my sophomore To the Editor:
year in an Upper Campus dorm and it appears
to me that these housing funds could have been
In the January 21st issue of The Heights,
more usefully allocated in the general upkeep Paul Cloos brought up a question over which
of the dormitories. Despite constant requests I have spent much time pondering: "Is the
to the Housing Office, the problems of myself Catholic Church in Need of a Face Lift?".
and my roommate were constantly neglected. Having been reared in Catholic schools, I
Our room never had a screen (for which we strongly agree with Mr. Cloos' affirmative
were later billed to replace). We had constant response. Yet I believe that Mr. Cloos and I
backaches from sleeping on sponges, which the are on different wave lengths.
Housing Office referred to as "foam matIn his article, Mr. Cloos implies that one
tresses." The mattresses were replaced. ..two issue which does not fit in well with his view
months later. What began as a joke turned out of "reverential solemnity" is the shocking apinto a nightmare. For one entire semester we pearance of women on the altar. Ironically the
had NO HEAT. We called, we wrote, we compoint which turns me away from attending mass
plained. After two cases of strep throat for regularly is the supression women in the
myself and one of bronchial pneumonia for my
Catholic Church have encountered. The
roommate, our heat was repaired at the end of
"Latinate distance" the church has been steadiJanuary of our second semster. Where were the
ly developingis due to its backward views and
$134,729 in funds and the concern for our stubborn traditions which do not fit in with towellbeing?
day's society.
Kimberly A. Martone
I would like to meet Mr. Cloos' brother who
1987
is quoted in the article saying, "I never knew
there were women allowed on the altar." Does
this young man live in a cave in South America?
Is he for real? I would like to compare grade
To the Editor:
point averages and career goals with this
chauvinist. It is members of the Catholic
Church like the Cloos brothers who need
In the January 21, 1986 Heights, a professor
asserted that "student teacher evaluations carry
"facelifts" if the church expects to see any
improvement.
no weight with either the Promotions Committee or the Dean." Since both the Promotion
Sincerely
Committee and the Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences do in fact take theteacher evaluaTara Donovan A&S '86
ty to

Housing Crunch

Dorm Renovations

Church Facelift

Evaluations

Young Republican Ants Spoil The Picnic
by Rick Newman

The world is a topsy-turvy place, a place in
which intrigue and irony are as much a factor
as reason and logic. Predictability is an idea
which probably fits in best somewhere in
Aesop's fables; what happens next is largely up
to the whims of influential men who are free
to react in the manner of childish
pne-up-man-ship.
Libyan leader Col. Muammar Kaddafi made
a stunning statement when he threatened those
of us here in the land of the free with suicide
squads in our own streets. Guerillas in our
closets. Torpedoes in our bathtubs. His gall at
even suggesting such a thing, or his stupidity
in conceiving the impossible (whichever), is
enough to tic together a generally noncommittal population into an anti-Kaddafi,
anti-terrorist body. A reasonable stand. But
while we have our eyes on the beast abroad,

we best not lose track of our enemies at home.
For we do indeed have terrorists walking on our
own streets, and they're all wrapped up in the
American flag.
The successful reign thusfar of President
Reagen had incited a rash of young Reagenwanna-be's, a growing population on the thinking campuses of the country. Reagen's ultraconservatism in many things is a dangerous
model for a band of enthusiastic Skippys who
think that more is always merrier and different
is wrong; if conservatism works than ultraconservatism is better, hyper-ultra-conservatism
is an improvement on that, and all-imposing
super-extra-conservatism is the best of all. The
issue here is not Reagen himself but the trail
of hyperactiveloyalists that follow him around.
Their activity alone is terror enough for
reasonable thinking people?sticking
REAGONOMICS in our face at every turn,
flooding campuses with PICTURES of the man

(in the Big Brother tradition), everything short
of ritualized public worship (although there is
rumored to be a movement for this too). It is
a shame to see some of our capable young men
and women wasting their resources on a cause
without a need, and it is a fright to see them
actually gaining support for their efforts. How
far they intend to take their neo-conservatism
is yet unclear, but these "young Republicans"
seem to possess the passion to go to the edge.
Their intentions may even be diabolical.
The cover story of the Boston Globe
Magazine for January 19 cites many of these
"new campus rebels" in the area, and fields
many of their positions. The article, ironically
entitled "The Times, They Are AChangin,"reads more like "Conservatives Run
Amuck." Their views are often extreme and
nearly fanatical, as are the views they support.

Tom Firestone, student editor of the conservative Harvard Salient,is a bright young man

who is either pretty damn convinced about the

proper direction of the country or a puppet for
Archie Bunker. In discussing the swing of the

political student climate from ultra-liberal in
the early seventies to ultra-conservative in the
eighties, he stumbles upon the realization that
"(A lot of us look back and see) students then
were animals."Along with many others of this
persuasion he supports what the article calls a
"truth squad," a Washington-based organization called Accuracy in Academics which
monitors college courses for liberal or overliberal input. It seeks to censor"leftist bias"
from the classroom, and has issued reports on
a dozen or more professors.
This blind acceptance of labels and
stereotypes is enough for us to imagine some
sort of conspiracy between the neoconservatives and the Moral Majority of the
Neo-Conservatives. page 18
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Harlan Jones Case Settled Out of Court
by

Veronica Noonan

In an out of court settlement,
Boston College has given Harlan
Jones $7500 not to continue with his
civil rights case against the University. The suit was based on his
September 17, 1984 arrest at a lecture
given by William F. Buckley Jr.
According to Jones, BC dropped
its charges against him in October of
1984 after changing the nature of the
charges twice. The original charge
against Jones of trespassing was
changed to disorderly conduct, then
to willfully disrupting a school
assembly or other gathering for a
lawful purpose, according to Jones.
Jones said, "Then they just dropped the charges altogether. At the
time we signed this agreement, we
said that we wouldn't construe this
as Boston College admitting that
their arrest of me was unlawful or
irresponsible."
At that point, Jones and his attorney believed that BC wanted to
settle out of court. After several
months, however, BC did not respond to any calls or requests from
Jones' attorney.
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Harlan Jones
"That was fine. At this point, I'm
so tired of the whole affair,"Jones
said.
Jones "donated" $1500 of the
money to his lawyer's firm. "At the
time, I thought it was the appropriate
thing to do. I feel good about it. I
tried to set up a fund there. A Free
Speech Legal Defense Fund they
would administer. They would use
that money for other civil rights cases
where they thought they could get a
settlement, to cover the costs." The
law firm could not comply with
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From $499.00

from, and people who can't afford
to pay legal fees."
Jones does not consider the out of
court settlement to be a compromise
of how overwhelming the opposition
of the originalintent of his battle. "I may seem at any given point, stand
up for what you may think is right
had many opportunities to settle with
May
Boston College between
of 1984 and you'll find many people there to
support you."
and September of 1985, but decided
BC Office of Communications
to continue the struggle and try to atreleased a statement saying, "The
tract as much media attention as
agreement resolved the dispute
possible, and just make it known
they
what BC did and where
stood without litigation and without any
finding as to the claim made by Mr.
on a key issue. I definitely accomplished that goal."
Jones. Throughout the dispute, the
College has maintained that Mr.
Jones told the Newton News
Jones' refusal to leave a restricted
Tribune,"H all leads me to the
understanding that the values large
area. .was a form of disruption of
[Buckley's speech] and that officers
institutions claim to represent are at
of the Boston Collegecampus police
many times in direct conflict with the
positions that the heads of the instituhad acted properly in removing Mr.
Jones when he declined to leave."
tions decide to take when reality is introduced into the equation."
Jones is temporarily unemployed
"I was impressed by a number of after leaving Boston University. He
people on Boston College campus plans to begin working again in the
and how they responded to the incinear future.
dent. I've received the help and support from a lot of different types of !
people. Professor Michael Saches, I
Professor Michael Malec, Amanda j
Houston, the people at Haley House |
to
were great...Denise Paquin turned
out to be a very strong-willed person,
arts in Boston,
AHANA. They showed alot of support, advice, time, energy. Just sticking up for someone who had their j
rights violated, taking an institution
teams,
head-on. It's not an easy thing to do.
and a lot of people came to mv aid.
events
jj
It's really heartwarming, encouraging."
j more,
Paquin, who accompanied Jones,

j Get
cover the:
BC's;
I
top-ranked athletic!
interesting:
i

All prices include 7 nights hotel, round trip air transportation and College Weeks

jm

in the protest of Buckley's lecture in
the Social Justice Lecture Series, said,
"It's wonderful that he got a settlement. He deserved more." Paquin
added that because the incident occurred a year ago, it has "lost fire."
Jones concluded, "It's important
for students to realize that regardless

Jones' wishes, due to overhead costs
involved with the project. Jones still
donated the money, "because they do
a lot of that work anyway, for the
ACLU, who they never collect money

From $399.00
\u25a1 Nassau
\u25a1 Mexico (Cancun,Puerto.Vallarta, Acapulco) From $379.00
From $419.00
D Bermuda
From $419.00 (hotel only $164)
D Ft. Lauderdale
From $239.00 (hotel only $174)
D Daytona Beach
\u25a1 London/Paris

\u25a0

i

"So I went and talked with Father
Monan," Jones said. " And he told
me at that point as far as he was concerned the case was closed. And I
told him that as far as I was concerned the case was just beginnning.
"He really got me upset. We had
an intense debate."
In May, 1985, Jones filed suit
against BC, charging violation of
First Amendment Rights and Civil
Rights, racial discrimination and
unlawful arrest, according to Jones.
Jones recalled that immediately
following the incident in September,
1984, BC offered Jones $5000 with
other conditions such as a public
apology. "But since they did all this
PR work.
.that the arrest was
legitimate, which isn't true, they
couldn't make a public apoloev.
"When we were ready to file [in
May, 1985], BC came back with an
offer of $7500 just not to file suit,
with no other pre-conditions."
Jones' attorney proposed that if
BC payed $15,000 to Jones, he would
not discuss the arrangement publicly. BC did not accept the proposal,
and both parties agreed on $7500
with no conditions.

And there's the opportunity to add new
and different nursing disciplines. To study,
continue your education, attending professional
conferences, working in a variety of nursing
specialties.
If you're working on your BSN or if you
already have a BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or Puerto Rico, talk to
our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.
call collect.

301 -677-5355/4076
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BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Misconceptions Inhibit BC Blood Drive Efforts
pointed

that
certain
out
misunderstandings about blood
donation have had a negative impact
on the number of persons willing to
donate blood. Thefirst of theseis the
fear that the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome [AIDS] virus can be
transmitted during the blood donation process. According to Red
Cross, one third of people who contemplate giving blood do not because
of the AIDS misconception. Schmitt
and Melville emphasize that it is impossible to contract the AIDS virus
as a direct result of the blood donation process because all needles are

by Patrick Breslin

The Gold Key Society of Boston
College is sponsoring a blood drive
February 3rd through the 7th from
10am to 4pm in Gasson 100. Sign-up
tables will be set up at Eagle's Nest
and Lyons dining halls every day
from 10am to 2pm this week.
Registration is not necessary, but
preferred because it allows for a
smoother operation. The donation

takes 15 minutes, and the entire process takes up to an hour.
Blood drive coordinators Chris
Schmitt and Irene Melville have

Students donating blood at a past Gold Key drive.

completely willing to cooperate,
regardless of the outcome, for the use
of the logos. These men also own The
Harvard Store in Cambridge and in

Soon-to-be Harvard graduate and
present manager of The Eagle Store,
Scott Bennett does not like the fact
that his radio recently broke down.
According to Bennett, business is
quite slow for the less than one
month old store and, "Ever since my
radio quit...it's too quiet."
The Eagle Shop that Bennett
manages is located next to the Li'l
Peach on Commonwealth Avenue by
the MBTA station, in the former
travel agency space. The store opened its doors to the public on
December 16th and experienced a
fast-moving Christmas shopping
pace that dwindled rapidly with the
end of exams. In Bennett's own
words, "We will live and die by the
students."
The shop itself is decorated in
bright yellow as well as the general
BC colors. Although it is a fairly
small store, the walls and shelves are
packed with Eagle fan paraphernalia
ranging from the typical tee-shirt and
sweat pants, to coats, glasses, hats,
and frisbees.
The prices are very competitive
with the BC bookstore prices and as
Bennett explained, "We will meet or
beat their prices. We will not be
undersold." There is, however, a
variety of poly/cotton blends which
may or may not account for the price
differences. Many of the items in the
bookstore are 100% cotton.
All of the clothing is printed up by
a large silkscreening company named Craftex that is located in Natick.
Presently Bennett, as well as the
three co-owners Paul Corcorran,
George Abrahams, and Bob Weiss,
are waiting to see if they will be paying royalties to BC for the use of
assorted logos and the school name.
The lawyers of both parties havebeen
in contact and a final decision is
pending.
BC Bookstore manager John
Durkin explained in a telephone interview that the on-campus bookstore
has sole rights to the BC logo and
name in which they have had
copyrighted. He has met with his
lawyers to discuss possible reactions
to the opening of the Eagle Store and
quite simply says, "They just
shouldn't be using our name and

Copley Square.
The store's hours are 10-6 from

Phot

Pabich
The new Eagle Shop by the MBTA station

KBQR'S
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This is a call to all those who have been baptized
but have not received the sacrament of Confirmation. It is not too late; in fact, it might just be the
right time for you. Last year approximately 20
undergraduate B.C. students were confirmed on
campus in late spring. The preparation for the
sacrament consists in gathering with other
students, some reading and reflection on the
nature of an adulfs Christian faith and commitment. The experience is designed to be warm and
inviting as well as spiritual and enlightening. If you
have been confirmed, maybe you know someone
on campus who has not had the opportunity.
Please share this invitation with them. For information contact the Chaplain's Office, McElroy 215

The Common Sense Counseling Centerfor Career Development
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Carl Valeri, chief coordinator of
Gold Key's blood drive, emphasizes
that it is not necessary to donate
blood in order to contribute to the
drive. Those who cannot or do not
wish to donate blood can do a
number of services for the drive, such
as advertising. There will be a
meeting Tuesday at 4pm in McElroy
115 for those who wish to help. According to Valeri, "This kind of help
is just as important to the drive as
blood donations."

Sat & Sun 7 AM-9 PM

Mon-Fri: 6 AM-9 PM

?

\u25a0???i

Circle

566-9307

Processing
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However, Gold Key does not like
to consider itself in competition with
St. Elizabeth's in raising blood donations. According to Melville, "Both
of us are trying to save lives."
Schmitt points out that every health
service in New England has suffered
blood shortages since the AIDS scare
and St. Elizabeth's is merely trying
to overcome its own shortage.

Another delusion about blood
donation is that athletes should not
donate because of the amount of
physical activity they partake in.
Blood donation should not be
restricted to non-athletes, said
Schmitt and Melville. The only
recommendation for athlete donors
is that they avoid strenuous activity
and drink a large quantity of liquids
for 24 hours after donation. Because
there is a large athleticcommunity at
BC, Gold Key hopes that more
athletes will donate blood to this
drive.
This is the second of three blood
drives that the Gold Key Society
sponsors each school year. In a four
day drive Ist semester (the fifth day
was cancelled due to Hurricane
J Gloria) they raised 473 pints of

Jil

I

Peridot
Word

Schmitt and Melville believe that
some donors lost to St. Elizabeth's
drive may detract from the quota that
Red Cross asks of Gold Key.

by

logo."

?

Monday through Saturday with the
possibility of opening on Sundays as
well. The location is easily accessible
from campus and, as Bennett points
out, "The location can't be beat.
Students pour off the 'T' in the morning and really create a flow of traffic for us."

Bennett explained that his owners

are anxious for thefinal word and are

St. Elizabeth's Hospital in
Brighton has been on campus recently to recruit BC students to make
blood donations to their supply.

sterilized.

Eagle Shop Rivals BC Bookstore
by Kim Kiesewetter

blood, an average of almost 120 pints
a day. Schmitt says that Gold Key
hopes to equal or exceed this in the
upcoming blood drive.
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Republicans Share Views of Federal Deficit
ultimate desire for our country is a analyzing the goals of the branches
"more useful government output." of government. "In order for the
Nastios, in introducing Peterson budget to get worked out you need
and Segewick, explained that the mutual trust and agreement. Other"academic community is more imwise, it is a slow process.'.' Segewick
portant than campaigning." He said reflected his concern
that the branthat the students are the people tenches, or "sub-governments" as he
ding to favor Republican ideas. "The called them, are not living up to this.
free market...individual freedom...
"The policy process is biased
have a lot of appeal." He felt there towards giving away," Segewick
is great necessity for lectures of this proclaimed.
nature. "You can't move a country
"We have to scare the government
over phone banks...you need into cutting spending," he added.
something to say over the phone,"
Peterson was more concerned with
Nastios added.
the history and failings of the proposThe discussion which ensued beted Constitutional Amendment for
ween Peterson and Segewick focusthe Balanced Budget and the reasons
ed on the proposed and defeated why. He felt the need for a balanced
Balanced Budget Amendment and budget because the debt "distorts the
the reason it is so difficult to balance work effort."
the budget.
Segewick proposed a viewpoint on
the balanced budget which he insisted
was not economic, but political.
"What is at stake is really an old,
honorable and long-lived vision." He
labeled this vision as Anti-Federalism
or Jeffersonianism of the colonial by Jim Van Anglen
era.
Former Boston College Housing
Segewick explainedhis position by
Director Richard E. Collins was
given a two year House of Corrections suspended sentence and six
years probation last December 12 in
Middlesex Superior Court.
"The defendant [Collins] pleaded
? Arts and Sciences
to four indictments alleging
guilty
? Boston-Bouve College of Human Development
larceny
over $100 and four inProfessions
alleging embezzlement by a
dictments
Business Administration
corporate
employee," according to
?
Computer Science
Assistant District Attorney Larry
Crirnina Justjce
Dugan.
Engjneering
,
Dugan added that Collins was
ordered
to make $50,000 in restituPharmacy and mcd Hea | th Professions
tion, $15,000 of which will cover "the
? Professional Accounting
cost for the investigation."
For information ca ? : 617-437-2443

Segewick and College Republicans
President Tony Ravosa. A "surprise" visit and short speech was also
elections
are
Congressional
As
once again approaching, Republicans given by Congressional candidate
and Democrats alike are discussing Clark Apt who is running against
JosephKennedy for Massachusetts'
the pressing issuesof the country today. Republicans are very concernEighth Congressional Seat which will
ed about the proposed balanced be vacated by Thomas P. O'Neill at
budget amendment and are focusing the end of the current legislative
attention on this issue in the colleges session.
and universities across the nation.
Apt was the first to speak and tied
Tuesday, January 21, the his campaign in with the topic of the
Massachusetts Republican State lecture to be presented?the balancCommittee Academic Advisory ed budget. He saw three questions
Forum, made up ofprofessors ofcolwhich had to be answered. Should
leges and universities all over the deficit be taken seriously? How
Massachusetts under the slogan of should we reduce it? What should we
"Ideas for a Brighter Future," and reduce? Apt is an advocate of a
the College Republicans of Boston strong defense, and, therefore, he
College organized yet another lecture does not favor a cut in. defense
in a long series of lectures on buildup. But what he does favor is
Republican issues. The topic of this to "find a way of getting a stronger
lecture was "Reaganomics, Constitudefense, a safer defense, and a more
tional Tax Limitation and the economical defense." Apt sees much
Balanced Budget." The speakers waste in social programs and thinks
were Massachusetts Republican Parinspection should be made of these
ty Chairman Andrew S. Natsios, BC
programs before cutting the defense.
economics department chairman He also thinks the deficit can be
Prof. Harold Peterson, University of reduced with a balanced budget and
Massachusetts at Boston Prof. Jeff without an increase in taxes. Apt's
by April

Pancella

GrUCI NChOOl!

Peterson described the comings of
Keynesian economics and the liberal
followers of it. He feels that they
believe in not repaying the debt but
refinancing it. In doing so, he
believes we have lost efficiency of
government spending.
"If the deficit is good because it
puts people to work, than must it be
defended for this all the time?"
Peterson asks.
"Why pay taxes at all if the deficit
works so well?" Peterson sarcastically added.
Peterson ended with lament over
how large and out of control the
government has gotten in its
budgetary policies. "If the budget is
not under control, we will selfdestruct."

Former Housing Director
To Pay $50,000 Redress

help your career?

Find out what Boston-area business executives and professionals think
about what graduate school can and cannot do for your career.

WhY* GO tO GradUate SchOOl?

,

..
..

A Public Forum on Graduate Education

Monday, January 27, 6:30 p.m. and
Saturday, February 1, 10:30 a.m.
Newton Marriott Hotel
Sponsored by Northeastern University's Graduate Programs in conjunction
with the University's Graduate Open House
Meet representatives ot Northeastern s 73 master s, doctoral and certificate programs?many part-time, ?from 6-10:30 p.m., Monday,
January 27 and from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Saturday, February 1.

Northeastern University
aC

'ion

edUCa

'i° nal

Former Boston College Director of
Housing Richard E. Collins
Collins had been employed by BC
for 14 years prior to his dismissal last
January.

Special Student / Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia
and other destinations in Europe, Asia,
Africa and the Middle East.
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you ever done something
in your life you wish you could
do over again...
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Winter Rates to Scandinavia
York
to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm
New
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one way, $350 roundtrip
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Chicago to Copenhagen
from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip
Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm
from $255 one way, $430 roundtrip
For Information Call:

TRAVEL
WHOLE WORLD
a decade
experts
Youth and student travel

for over

17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017

j

(212) 986-9470
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THE MGH INSTITUTE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
cordially invites you to attend an

OPEN HOUSE
to
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learn more about the

GRADUATE PROGRAM
IN NURSING
FOR NON-NURSE COLLEGE GRADUATES
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Saturday, March 1, 1986
between 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon
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robin wiojams kurtrussell

and Wednesday, March 12, 1986
between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m.

A Comedy about life, hope, and getting even.

Walcott Room, Wang Ambulatory Care
Center
Massachusetts General Hospital
Boston, Massachusetts

I \u25a0 fPfll \u25a0-\u25a0UP

KINGS ROAD ENTERTAINMENT Presents A GORDON CARROLL Production THE BEST OF TIMES"
PAMELA REED DONALD MOFFAT Muskby ARTHUR B RUBINSTEIN wm by RON SHELFON
p*****

GORDON CARROLL

Direct by ROGER

SPOTTISWOODE

For further information contact the
Admissions Office
MGH Institute of Health Professions
Massachusetts General Hospital
Ruth Sleeper Hall
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 726-3140
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ZBC Attempts to Rejuvenate AM Radio Station
by Kim Kiesewetter
Many people who have been
curious as to where the music went
that used to fill the airways of
McElroy will be happy to learn that
the ZBC sponsored AM station may
soon be returning.
The station was an in-house system
that, in the words of ZBC general
manager Diana Kelley, "is like a fancy stereo system."

About a year and a half ago the
AM half of the station disappeared
as a connector in the system broke
down. The music that was being

piped down from the studio in for our FM station." Specifically,
downstairs McElroy up to the Eagle's Kelley is speaking about the need for
Nest, McELroy commons and even the AM station as a way to give
over to The Rat ceased. The problem hands on experience to any and all
stemmed from a blue box located in interested persons. A student wishing
the UGBC office that controlled the to explore communications in the
AM loudness, the on/off power and radio area gets a chance to try their
the tone, according to previous talent without the pressures of the
generalmanager Lou Cioci. Cioci exFM station. WZBC-FM has 10,000
plained, "Over the summer of 1984 watts ofpower and reaches a 50 mile
everything was running smoothly. radius.
Then one day something in the box
quit and the AM died."
After the carrier current from the
blue box died the ZBC staff was inKelley spoke on behalf of the enformed that repairing the system
tire ZBC staff saying, "We are realwould be costly. The staff at that
ly excited to get the AM off the time made up a proposal to have the
ground. It's a good training program AM
to
station broadcast

previous places

as well as all the
dorms on upper campus. But, the
plan never got past OSPAR again
due to an immense cost that their
budget could not cover. Eventually,
though, Elizabeth Coleman, the FM
training coordinator, previous FM
training coordinator Heidi Jaillet and
director of operations John Straub
worked with a professional engineer
to form the presentproposal that will
restore the music just to McElroy
areas.

ly be the one involved in reviewing
and submitting the memo. Kelley is
optimistic that University officials
will be in approval as the total cost
will amount to just $350.00 by mak-

ing use of some previously used
equipment. For example, the studio
is in perfect condition and with an
electrician, the amplifier and
transmitter can be tooled with to
function properly.

Thya Conway, a ZBC DJ, would
be happy to have the AM available
This proposal is waiting to be apfor training again. She also reflected
proved by OSPAR and then on to the on other benefits that would not onUniversity. Kirn Ernsting, the assisly be to ZBC's advantage saying, "A
tant director of OSPAR will actuallot of times it's so easy to walk
around blind to all the signs hung up
all over the place. But, if you're just
sitting somewhere in McElroy all you
have to do is listen and you can be
up-to-date on everything going on. It
don't have to worry too much about would be a great way to advertise

McHugh Forum Hosts Miller's Court
by Patrice Egan
McHugh Forum was the center of
activity Thursday, January 23, as the
crew of Channel Five's Miller's
Court prepared to tape a segment of
a show featuring two area hockey
teams.

The show's topic, sports violence,
was depicted as the twenty members
of both the Kings and Silver Bullets
hockey teams engaged in the creation
of a mock hockey game.
The question of an acceptable level
of sports violence arose when two actors, portraying hockey players on
opposing teams, staged a scene in
which one player was struck over the
head with a hockey stick by his rival.
The producers of Miller's Court
Elizabeth Cheng, explained that the
idea for this episode of the show
was based on a brawl which took

-

place between the Minnesota North
Stars and the Boston Bruins in the
late 19705. But the facts leading to
the injury, as well as the injury itself,
were altered in order to present a
more interesting and controversial
topic of discussion.
The director of the program, Bob
Comiskey, guided the cast of hockeys
players, actors and extras who had
arrived at the Forum for the late morning taping session, creating the atmosphere that is common at a good
game of hockey between town rivals.
Curtis Poole, the assistant producer
and writer of the sports violence
vignette, instructed the athletes to put
themselves into the mock game and
try to feel the emotions that would
surface if the incident was actually
occuring at that time.
Theresponsibility of recruiting the
cast of such tapings is ....
in the hands
*
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SPORTS SHOP
Featuring A Wide Selection of Men's
and Ladies' Athletic Activewear and
Footwear at Reasonable Prices
BC STUDENTS RECEIVE A 10%
DISCOUNT ON ANY PAIR OF
ATHLETIC SHOES

*

1 5 Commonwealth Aye, Newton (Right next
to White Mountain Creamery)

244-2209

SPRING BREAK
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Sake in the sunshine andliie in the moonlight at America's
hottest beach. There will be concerts, games, parties, exhibitions,
sporting competitions, loads ol heebies, golf, tennis. Ja Alai.
greyhoundracing and great nightlife And we've got the best beaches
So pack your car. hop on a tour bus or catch a flight on Eastern.
Delta or Piedmont Airlines. And
U
travel agents oflef tree rßS?rvaCon
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OFFICIAL POSTER OFFER: For a 17" x 21" Daytona Beach poster,
send $1.00 with your name and address to: Daytona Beach Poster
Offer, 500 Third Aye. West, Seattle, WA 98119.

I

Address

Name
City

State

Zip

[_____]

I

of Linda Adler, the talent coordinator for Miller's Court. Keith
Tarleton, the actor who portrayed the
injured Silver Bullets team member,
noted that he was asked to be in the
spot approximately three weeks
before taping and added, "I was a
speed skater when I was young, so I

the skating."

Katie Stauder, a senior currently
attending Stonehill College, was at
the taping as an intern of Channel
Five. Since her internship began approximately two weeks ago, Stauder
Show, page 25

things."
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DOROT
FOUNDATION TRAVELING GRANTS
ARCHAELOGY, LANGUAGE, ART, CULTURE
of
ISRAEL
Grants of up to $1000 each to B.C. undergraduates to
help fund study trips to Israel in the summer of 1986
APPLICATION FORMS:
Available now in the Theology Department,
Carney 418
DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING APPLICATIONS:
Friday, February 14, 4:00 P.M.

SOME COLLEGE COURSES
ARE MORE EXCITING
THAN OTHERS.

\u25a0

How many college courses
teach you how to shoot the rapids?
Or rappel a cliff? Or find your
way out of a forest with nothing but
a map and compass to guide you ?
At least one does?Army
ROTC.
And you could find yourself doing any one of a number
of exciting adventure training
activities like these in the Army
ROTC program.
Activities that develop your
stamina. And your self-confidence.
But adventure training isn't
the only way you develop.
You'll also learn the basics of
leadership and management by
attending ROTC classes, along
with the subjects in your major.
And you'll be excited
about two other benefits Army
ROTC offers. Financial assistance. Up to $1,000 a yearfor
your last two years of Army
ROTC. And the opportunity to
graduate with both a degree
and a commission in today's
Army?including the Army
Reserve and Army National
Uuard.

ARMY ROTC
BEALLYOUCANBE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

PARKFR *?TRFFX
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Disc-Jockey Becomes Magician By Night
WMJX Promotion Department's im-

by Arthur Anastos

age as the "Mystery Man." The Merrimack Valley resident appeared on
Channel 7's "Morning Live" last
year covered by a shadow to conceal

As nighttime settles in and around
Boston, David Allen Boucher

assumes his position behind the
microphone at WMJX-FM. Thehost
of the station's successful late night
program "Bedtime Magic" lulls his
many New England listeners to sleep
with his soft-spoken charm every
weeknight from 9 pm to 1 am.
The slow-speaking disc jockey has,
been right at home since the station's
inception four years ago. "I am
basically a low-key character," he
said. "Speaking slowly came naturally. We didn't decide how to do things
in a board room. I don't try to
change myself. We get theright combination for nighttime radio. The
music is low-keyed, and I'm a lowkeyed disc jockey,and it works. The "Mystery
Man" David Allen Boucher?radio host of Bedtime Magic
ratings have always been good."
So good in fact that WMJX is the 'Magic' is," said Boucher,27.
ly no structure to my show at all! As
number one station for women betBoucher is very realistic about his long as my show continues to do as
ween ages 25 and 55, and number role at "Magic" 106.7. "I have a job well as it is doing, I guess I will contwo for men in the same age to do and that is to put people to tinue to get complete freedom...l am
category.
sleep at night. I'm hoping that what very happy here." Although Boucher
Both Boucher and the manageI do out of your clock radio at night would not quote his salary, the
ment are very pleased with the stais going to provide the right at- casually dressed jock said he is "not
tion's popularity. "For a station to mosphere for you to crawl into bed looking for another job."
come on the air and gain the initial with at night.
Boucher's easygoing style on the
popularity that we did...four measparallels his relaxed lifestyleoutair
get
"I
to break all the rules...l have
ly years, and everybody knows who total musical freedom. There'sreal- side the station, and mirrnyg hi«
-___.
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However, the "hopeless romantic," as he is described in radio promotions, has no desire to attempt to
be someone he is not. Boucher uses
his real name because "whenyou get
into radio, right away you try to be
someone else. I think I've gone
beyond that, and I just try to be
myself, and that's all I want people
to really feel when they are listening
to me.

?

??
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FOR 1 SPECIAL
2
A
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his identity.
The "Bedtime Magic" host for the
show's three years requested that no
pictures be taken during the interview
in the boardroom of theplush Stuart
Street station. "I didn't get a job in
radio based on my looks," and added "When I'm out, I tend not to like
to be 'Dave Boucher.' I don't like to
get caught up in the radio thing too
much. That's why I don'tlike my picture taken.
"Who wants to be out to dinner
with somebody sharing champagne
and all of a sudden someone says,
'Are you Dave Boucher? Why don't
you play more of this, more of that?'

GET COMPLETE HAIRSTYLE
CUT
|
AT OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE AND YOUR COMPANIION
§
GETS HIS/HERS FREE. BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. BOTH AT THE
I
SAME TIME. WITH THIS COUPON ONLY. NOT GOOD FRIDAYS I
OR SATURDAYS. THIS OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 27, 1986.
I

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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"In radio, you can be 'Johnny
Jones' or 'W. Lawrence Smith. A lot
of guys have slick-sounding names,
and you can sense they are contrived to create a specific scenario. The
sense I like to give people is 'this is
Dave Boucher.' "
Asked why he used all three
names, Boucher paused and smiled.
' 'My mother always called me by my
first two names when I did something
wrong...One night I said my three
names over the air, people got used
to it, so I kind of threw it in.'
Boucher credits his success to his
ability to feel the mood of his
listeners and provide the appropriate
music. "Most people are listening to
you at home, and most are listening

out of a clock radio. A lot of people
either have their eyes closed while the
radio is on, or they are making love
while theradio is on. So I think what
you play has to take into account that
type of nighttime activity.
definite
"There are no
characteristics to be a successful jock.
There's no formula for the right personality. You've got to be outspoken
enough so that you'll talk, but yet
you've got to be on the nonoverbearing side. You've got to be
one who has many dimensions.
"If all of a sudden, you had two
minutes to talk, you better have five
topics in the back of your head you
can talk about. And you better be someone who tries to understand how
people feel."
Boucher said one reason why he
feels so comfortable on the air is that
radio has become more one-to-one.
"I think that's why I enjoy my show
much more, because most people do
listen to me one-to-one. I have to talk
to people on my terms. That's where
my shyness comes in. I usually like
people one-to-one."
Asked if he felt it was strange to
make a living playing records over
airwaves and speaking into a
microphone, Boucher replied, "My
dad still wonders when I'm gonna get
a real j0b...1 have no feelings that I
do some super job at night, but I
have something to do, and that is to
put people to sleep at night.
"It's like I'm like a sleeping aid.
It's like I'm making pillows. And I
figure, 'Well, I'm not doing openheart surgery at Mass General down
the street, but I'm gonna make the
best damn pillow I can.' And if I can
do that, you're gonna listen again
and again."
Every night, Boucher lives with the
ambition of "doing a better show
than last night, and helping people to
relax. People's moods change.
Fridays are obviously different from
Mondays. I'm always studying the
Radio, page 20
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DELUXE DRY CLEANING AT
OLD FASHIONED PRICES!!!
SUITS
PANTS
DRESSES (Plain)
SILK BLOUSES
SWEATERS

MAKE YOUR FIRST JOB A MOVE UP
IN HIE WORLD. AS A NAVY OFFICER.
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If you're looking to make the
most ofyour potential, look into a
career as an officer on the
Navy Health Care Team.
,
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You 11 move ahead rfurther and
faster because there are more Navy
career opportunities than you ever
thought possible. Navy Health
Care means fully equipped medical

tunities...3o days paid vacation.
And much, much more!
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Openings for graduating seniors
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Contraceptive Distribution Causes Conflict
by Paul Janezewski
In his McElroy office, University
Chaplain John A. Dinneen, SJ, ex-

plains that the Roman Catholic
Church condemns the use of arificial
birth control.
Across campus at the University
Health Services, Assistant Director
June E. Leeming, R.N.C., stresses
the need for sexually active students
to stop taking risks and assume
responsibility for their actions.
"A couple should not develop

what is called a prophylactic mentality...where the sex act becomes a
selfish desire for pleasure, never open
to the generation of children," Dinneen said. "What the church teaches
is that there is a double end of the
marital act. It is for procreation and
for the expression of the love between

the spouses...people should not artificially subvert the first end," said
Dinneen.
Dinneen said the church does accept natural means of birth control,
such as the rhythm method. A cou-

pie practicing the rhythm method
carefully monitors the woman's
menstrual cycle and abstains from
sex during her fertile periods. "The
church is not against birth control as
such, but is against using artificial

teaching...it is not a teaching that
says it is stated in the Bible. But it has
been a consistent teaching."

the needs of the couple in
deciding whether to limit the size of
its family. "Several couples in good
conscience feel free to use artificial
methods. It's a fact. You really have
stress

to

Due to this doctrine, the Boston
College Health Services does not
distribute birth control materials.
Their official policy is stated in the
Boston College Health Services Student Guide, which is distributed to all
freshmen. It states, "Because of the
moral values that Boston College
espouses, the Health Services of the
University, by policy, do not provide
materials for the purpose of preven-

look at the whole life of the mar-

riage. Marriage is for the generous
production of offspring. But that can
vary from couple to couple," Din-

means...using artificial means would
be an illegitimate intrusion into a
natural process," said Dinneen.
Dinneen added that while this
teaching has been a consistent one
since the 19205, there is a group of
theologians today who feel the
teaching should be changed. They

neen said.

Calling it "still a very controversial issue in the church," Dinneen
said, "On this issue the teaching of
the church is not an infallible

ting conception."

BC Environmentalists Protect Species
by Meg Murphy
Wednesday, the Environmental
Action Center [EAC] sponsored a
slide presentation on endangered
species, in an effort to increase student awareness of environmental
issues locally.
The presentation was given by Dr.
Scott Melvin, a zoologist for the
Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program. During the hour long presentation Melvin spoke of those
vertebrate, invertebrate and plant
species, in danger of extinction in
Massachusetts. Species are listed as
endangered for a variety of reasons.
Some are innately rare due to components of their biology preventing
them from occurring in large
numbers. Others have specific habitat
requirements which are rare, and still
other plants and animals are
threatened by human population
development, the draining of
wetlands, the use of pesticides.and
collection.
Melvin explained the role of
Natural Heritage as that of a center
for inventory and research. Natural
Heritage also maintains a data base,
which, Melvin emphasized, with it's
on-going environmental review, is
important in land management and

development. "We, can provide information [on endangered species] to
other groups in the state to prevent
confrontation; to solve problems
before they occur."
Melvin cited several examples in
which Natural Heritage has had a
direct role in the preservation of
several endangered species in the
state, in cooperation with the State
Department of Transportation,
various construction companies and
private landowners. In one instance,
Natural Heritage brought to the attention of the DOT the threat of extinction caused by highway construction to a rare wild flower population
indigenous to a small concentrated
area of Plymouth County. The result
was there-directing of Route 44. But
there is a constant battle, Melvin
said, with development pressures due
to the rapid urbanization
The islands of Massachusetts, the
Cape, Plymouth County and several
counties in the Berkshires are of particular environmental concern
because of their unique ecosystems.
Some species of concern in these
areas are: marbled salamanders, the
Plymouth red-bellied turtle, timber
rattlesnakes and copperheads, the
bald eagle, the Dereerine falcon,
upland sandpipers, the short-eared

owl and sei, fin, humpback, black
right and sperm whales.
Marc Passmann, one of the cochairmen of the Environmental Action Center, said that Melvin was
asked to speak because education is
one of the EAC objectives.
"Through education we hope to
make people more environmentally
aware, so that they will help to
preserve the environment in which
they live." The EAC also sponsors

Most major universities in the
Boston area do provide birth control
materials through their health clinics.
University
Harvard
and
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology both write and fill
prescriptions for birth control pills,
diaphragms and I.U.D.s [intrauterine
devices]. Condoms are available in
the school pharmacies. Northeastern
University will fill prescriptions for
the pill and diaphrams, but does not
provide I.U.D.s or condoms.
The University of MassachusettsBoston will write prescriptions for the
Student, page 12

several trips throughout the year to

promote appreciation of the environment. It petitions on campus for

organizations such as Greenpeace
which address environmental needs
and lobbies in the Senate for environmental conservation legislation.
Passmann said that since the
EAC's reformation here at BC one
and a half years ago, membership has
doubled and the turnout for EAC
sponsored events has increased.
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Student Opinion Varies on Birth Control Use
Wcontinued from

page

11

pill and diaphragms through its
health clinics, but will not fill them.
It will insert I.U.D.s. Boston University Health Services will not provide
any birth control materials but does
give out information.

Although the BC health clinic cancontrol materials,
it does provide birth control counselling, pamphlets, referrals and
gynecological services, including
pregnancy testing. Leeming said the
clinic tries to provide as many sernot provide birth

vices as it can without violating
school policy
"I think we're really caught in the
middle. We are herefor the students,
but are trying to work within the
system. I think that's very difficult,"
Leeming said.
Leemingsaid the clinic distributes
pamphlets comparing birth control
methods to students who ask for
them. It will also recommend clinics
or doctors in the area where students
can obtain birth control. "We also
do have doctors here who will see patients outside in their private offices.

BC TRAVEL

That's not in conflict," said
Leeming.
The Health Services will also
prescribe birth control pills for
medical purposes,.such as regulating
one's menstrual cycle. Leeming said
this is a common practice, not in conflict with the Catholic doctrine.
"When a girl comes to college in
a new environment, things can get
out of whack with her menstrual cycle. It's perfectly legitimate to put the
girl on birth control pills to regulate
her cycle...lt's a perfectly legitimate
medical reason. Thechurch wouldn't
question that...The girl is given a
prescription. She gets it filled at the

described a typical situation when a
routine gynecological exam can turn
into an "information giving session"
on birth control. "I would ask her [a
girl having a gynecological exam] if
she was sexually active just as I would
ask her if shehas had her tonsils out.
I regard this as a perfectly normal
question. No one would be offended by it," said Leeming.
If the girl said she was sexually active, Leeming would ask her if she
was using birth control. If the girl
said no, "It immediately becomes an
information giving session, because
of the consequences," said Leeming.
Leeming said that as medical peo-

1 think we're really caught in the middle.
We are here for the students but are trying to work within the system/

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

PENROD'S

-June E. Leeming

PRESENTS

FT. LAUDERDALE '86

drug store," said Leeming.
Leeming stressed that no doctor
would put a girl on the pill without
a pap smear and a routine
gynecological exam. A pap smear is
a common test for early detection of
cervical cancer.
Although she no longer personally examines students, Leeming

.
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pie, health clinic doctors and nurses
must always remain objective. If a
student asks for their advice on
whether to use birth control, they can
only tell her that it must be her
decision.
"When we counsel, it is done very
objectively. What we sayis that there
are risks with sexual activity without

1986Greyhound Lines, Inc.

1 0 St. James Aye., 4 2 3-58 10
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contraception. But we aren't saying
that is what you should do," Leeming said.
Studentrecords at the health clinic
are completely confidential. Information cannot be released to anyone
without the student's permission, including parents or BC authorities.
Leeming also expressed frustration
over students' common misperceptions of the health clinic. She said
many students are afraid to come for
help or advice on sexual issues, thinking they will get lectured on morality. "That isn't what we're here for,"
she said. "I don't know what more
we can do to get the message
across...We don't live in the dark
ages.

Asked if birth control should be
available through the Health Services, 10 out of 15 students interviewed said yes. Most of the 10 cited
changing times and unrealistic
Catholic doctrine.
"Birth control should be available
to everyone. By now people are in
college. They know about it. This
country has the highest teenage
pregnancy rate and abortion rate of
any developed country. I think it's
wrong in this day and age for the
church to be against birth control. I
think it's morally wrong," said one
female psychology major.
Several students said birth control
should be available because pregnancy and abortion are too common
consequences of not using contraception. "It should be available for practical reasons. After freshman year in
college, most people are sexually active. There would be more
psychological, physical and religious
problems if there is a pregnancy than
if there isn't one," one female history
major said.
Asked if it would be hypocritical
for BC to have birth control
available,
one
female
psychology/sociology double major
said BC is not run according to
Catholic doctrine anyway. She sharply criticized the administration for being too money oriented.
"Although the college is a Jesuitrun school, I don't think the values
held by the administration are Christian in nature. So when you say birth
control is against the values of the
school, I think you should reexamine
each and every value of the administration to see if it upholds
Catholic ideals," she said.
Five students said it would be
hypocritical for BC to have birth control available through the Health Services. They said students wanting
birth control should get it on their
own, outside of school.
"I'm a Catholic and I'm for birth
control. But those are my personal
views. Being a Jesuit institution, I
don't think they should. They have
to exemplify the church doctrine,"
said one male history major.
One male marketing major agreed
"I don't think that it's smart for the
school to support a policy that conflicts so radically with church beliefs.
But I wouldn't mind it."
Four Students who answered "no"
to the idea of BCproviding birth control said there is no need for the
Health Services to make birth control
available since those who want it can
easily get it on their own.
"It's a Catholic institution. To
distribute it would be contradicting
their own doctrine. And come on.
Anyone can get birth control. It's no
big deal. Just go down to the drug
store,"said a male history major.
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Hoya Comeback Overtakes BC, 73-66
by

Steve Condon and Sean

Hennessey

unanswered points. Down by one,
Hoya Perry McDonald hit a pair of
free throws, Michael Jackson sunk a
10 footer, and Reggie Williams made
a layup to give Georgetown 56-52
lead with seven minutes remaining in
the game. They would never relinquish their lead.
The Eagles stayed close the rest of
the game, but they were unable to
take the lead. BC was able to score
against the Hoya defense, but
Georgetown refused to die. They
matched the Eagles basket for basket

first half, scoring 12 points and grabbing three rebounds. Georgetown
had nine different players score in the
first half, and none of them scored
more than four points.
Georgetown Coach John Thompson commented, "We had some early
foul trouble in the first half, but the
guys didn't lose their composure."
Hoya guard Horace Broadnax
played a fantastic game as he hit
three consecutive jumpers during the
critical period in the second half after
Georgetown had just taken the lead.
Williams added, "Broadnax
played real well. He shot well and
provided some fine leadership. Having a game like that helps your team
alot in a close game like this one."
McCready was the leading scorer
for the Eagles. He continued his fine
play in Garden games, finishing with
20 points. Pressley scored 18, while
Barros added 15. Trevor Gordon
pulled down nine rebounds for the
Eagles.
Williams praised Georgetown's
performance after the game.
"Georgetown was in character
tonight. I don't care what anyone
thinks, but they come to play every
night. They may not win all the time,
but they make sure you play well if
you're going to beat them."
Thompson added, "Our players
really kept their poise tonight. They
inched their way back into the game,
and didn't try to get it all back with
one basket."
Williams concluded, "Georgetown
has players on that team that have
been in the Final Four a couple times,
and they are prepared to play in these
big games. Having that experience

The Boston College men's basketball team would like to just forget
this week as they suffered two heartbreaking defeats at the hands of
Georgetown and Pittsburgh.
On Saturday night, the Eagles
hosted the GeorgetownHoyas at the
Boston Garden and the Hoyas took
home a 73-66 victory.
This had to be one of the toughest
losses this season for Gary Williams'
squad as they squandered a 12 point
lead early in the second half.
Leading by three points at
halftime, BC seemed to be in a comfortable position for the second half.
The Eagles opened the second half by
scoring three quick hoops in thefirst
minute of play to extend their lead
to nine. Center Troy Bowers and
Guard Dominic Pressley made
layups, and a Dana Barros jumper
from the top of the key forced
Georgetown to call a quick timeout.
After the timeout, the Eagles kept up Hoya's Ralph Dalton
their pressure as Pressley converted
on a three point play to extend the down the stretch to seal a 73-66
victory.
BC lead to 12.
It was at this point that the Eagles
"Down the stretch they played
wished they could have gone home. great. They have a bunch of veterans
In the next six minutes, five different who are able to hit the big shot when
Hoyasscored as they cut the lead to you need'lt." Williams noted.
The first half didn't see either team
two.
gain a lead of four or more. There
BC Coach Gary Williams commented, "It was frustrating to play were a strong inside game by both
a good team like Georgetown and teams, as both sides were able to pick
play bad like we did in these up some easy hoops in the key. Every
minutes."
basket scored in the first eight
The teams exchanged baskets for minutes was scored from inside the
the next four minutes before the paint.
Hoyas exploded for
Roger McCready played a great
seven

Phot
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Fitzparick
Troy Bowers and Tyrone Scott battle for rebound against Georgetown
Eagles knew what hit them, they
really helps."
The Pittsburgh game was a game found themselves at 2-3, facing a

the Eagles needed, no doubt about it.
They had beaten the league's top
team, St. John's, 79-77 in overtime,
thereby giving the sixth place preseason Boston College Eagles instant
credibility.

But then two losses to the league's
lower echelon teams (Connecticut, at
Storrs Field House, always a tough
place to win, and Providence on a
last second shot) had fans taking
back their proclamations.Before the

tough Panther club; this was the
same club that had shocked
Georgetown early in the season, a
win that sent out the alert to look out
for this young, untapped talent-laden
club.
Well, the Eagles lost their third
sraight league contest to Roy Chipman's Big East contenders in front
of a 6798 sellout at the Fitzgerald
Eagles Hit, page 15

Eagles Take Two From MTU, Take Over First
by Brendan Sullivan

Amidst the anxietyof Super Bowl
weekend, the Boston College Eagles
Hockey Team rolled for two wins
against the Michigan Tech Huskies
to earn sole possession of first place
in the Hockey East. Before a crowd
of 2,306 at McHugh Forum Friday
night, the Eagles skated to a 6-3 win
over the Huskies. Sunday afternoon
the Eagles did the same thing to the
same team by a score of 5-3. With
these two wins, BC gained four more
points in the Hockey East, two better than the Northeastern Huskies.
The MTU has not won on the road
in over a year and considering the

play of the Eagle skaters this
weekend, their chances of breaking
that streak were small.
On Super Sunday, before a small
but anxious crowd at McHugh
Forum, BC continued the excellent
play which was evident in Friday
night's game. The Eagle offense
earned five goals yesterday to make
a weekend total of eleven. This type
of offensive play is starting toreturn
said BC head coach Len Ceglarski.
"We're starting to fall
together...like last year. Having
Craig (Janney) and Kenny (Hodge)
back is certainly a plus."
At 6:56 of the first period, junior
defenseman John McLean blasted a
shot past Tech goalie Dave Roach

putting BC up, 1-0. After a hooking
penalty was called on Tech captain
Dave Reirson, McLean took a pass
from BC captain Scott Harlow at the
top of Michigan's zone and zipped it
past Roach for a power play goal.
A little more than a minute later,
the Huskies answered BC's goal.
Tech sophomore Russ Becker found
teammate Don Porter open at the
point and Porter slipped it past BC
goalie Scott Gordon.
"We have to work on our defense.
We can't give up cheap goals against
teams," commented Ceglarski.
At 12:18 Huskie forward Marc
Colvin was called for a holding
penalty. The Eagle offense applied
great pressure but was unable to score
and at the end of thefirst period the
Huskies and Eagles were tied at one.
At 8:02 of the second period, Tech
sophomore Colvin beat Gordon on
an unassisted goal. After finding the
puck at center ice, Colvin rushed the
BC defense and beat Gordon to give
the Huskies a 2-1 lead.
Three minutes later, the Eagles tied
the game at two. Senior defenseman
John McNamara worked the puck into the Tech zone and found Harlow
open in front of the net for a goal.
At 10:49 of the same period, Tech
forward Colvin was called for a
roughing penalty and an extra two
minutes for slashing. BC forward
Doug Brown connected a pass to
Harlow who slipped the pass through
Roach's pads to give the Eagles a
powerplay goal and a 3-2 lead.
The Eagles added to their momemtum just four minutes after Harlow's
by goal. All-American Harlow fed a
perfect pass to defenseman Mike
Gervasi in front of the Tech goal
making the score 4-2. From here the
Eagles did not give Michigan Tech a
chance.
Three minutes into the third
period, Harlow and Brown combined for the final BC goal of the game

Phot

Steve

Fitzparck
Kevin Stevens in action against Michigan Tech

and a Harlow mark of three goals in however attempt a series of shots on
the game.
BC goalie Gordon on a powerplay
but Gordon's incessant effort denied
Michigan Tech attempted a comeback with a third period goal, but the wailing Huskies any hope.
it was not enough. At 13:32, Huskie
Friday night the Eagles started
forward Kevin Fritz received a pass their destruction of Michigan Tech
from linemate Geordie Hamilton. with a 6-3 victory.
Fritz rushed the BC defense and forcThe Eagles got a jump on the
ed the puck over the crease before Huskies only 35 seconds into the
crashing into the net. This proved to game. After filtering the Huskie
be the Huskie last hurrah. The third defense, senior defenseman Mike
period ended with the score 5-3 in
BC-Michigan Tech, page 16
favor of the Eagles. The Huskies did

Pats Hype, A Bit Overdone?!
by Arthur Anastos

If you are suffering from Super
Bowl withdrawl, you have good
reason, and you are not alone.
The tremendous media buildup
surrounding the Patriots only added
to a quickly increasing and frenzied
New England population, caught up
in Pats fever, in this their first Super
Bowl visit in franchise history. And
now the hype is also history. And
what a letdown. Thankfully.
It's time to recover from media
overkill, not hype. How many of us
not only know what happened to Irving Fryar, but what his wife's name
is (Jaqueline), where they were when
Jaqueline knifed him (in a south
shore restaurant parking lot), and
where Fryar's duplex is located
(Easton, Mass). By the way, their
duplex is grayish-blue. Get the point?
For fans and media alike, the next
media 'hype' will probably occur
around mid-May, when the Celtics
will attempt to bring the World
Championship back to Boston.
But the media surrounding the
Celtics will in no way compare to that
of the 1985-86 Patriots and Super
Bowl XX, simply because we have
come to expect championship calibur
basketball from the Celtics. The Pats

success is new.
The Patriots deserve much more
credit and respect than they received
nationally. And they deserved more
than one-sixth of the coverage that
Time magazine devoted to the Bears.
They do not deserve to be labelled a
"Cinderella" team. They had the
talent, and finally, they produced.
And still they were a surprise.
The problem is that the local media
tried to compensate for the lack of
national recognition the Patriots
received, and to erase the25 years of
letdown and misery too quickly. And
they overdid it.
Even the most avid sports fan had
to have been irritated seeing TV
reports from New Orleans, when for
the first six days following the Pats
31-14 victory over the Dolphins, the
only TV footage showed reporters
standing in front of the Superdome,
day after day. No players, no

coaches, nothing.
Who cares who the mayor of
Baton Rouge (an hour from New
Orleans) thinks will win the game. No
wonder "presence" is only half of the
battle in media coverage. The other
half must be having a story.
This season was the highlight involving a 26-year old franchise fillSuper Bowl, page 15
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Sports Briefs
Big
East

Basketball

Eagles Get Mid-Season Reviews
by Tony Zarillo

The Big East has come to the midpoint of the season, and no one should
be surprised at the latest records. The preseason favorite Syracuse Orangemen
have lived up to their billing as they are tied with St. John's for the best
record at 6-1. The Georgetown Hoyas (6-2) may not have Patrick Ewing
anymore, but they do have six wins, good enough for second place. Any
college basketball fan knows that John Thompson can coach, and they will
be heard from before the season ends. The Villanova Wildcats won the national championship last year, and they have started this season with a 5-2
record. Despite their 4-4 record, the Pittsburgh Panthers have played tough
against their more experienced opponents. Boston College and Connecticut
share sixth place at 2-5. We should expect a record like this from UConn,
but BC has been an unpleasant surprise to their fans. The Eagles can't expect an NCAA bid if they keep losing to the likes of UConn and Providence.
Speaking of Providence, rookie coach Rick Pitino has brought new life tc
the Friar fans, but Providence (1-6) is still finding Big East life difficult. Seton
Hall (0-6) has yet to get that first conference victory, and PJ Carlesimo must
be looking forward to next season.
Anyway, here's the halfway point for the Big East teams, and it looks like
St. John's, Syracuse, and Georgetown can count on an NCAA bid, while
Villanova, Pittsburgh, and BC need a few more victories to convince the
NCAA Selection Committee that they are worthy of a bid.

Skiing
The Boston College skiing team travelled to Waterville Valley for a match
this weekend. The weekend was supposed to feature both the slalom and
giant slalom events, but poor weather conditions forced race officials to cancel
the giant slalom.
In the mens' events, George Abdow continued his outstanding year as he
won the slalom. Jeff Lewis finished 12th, while John Davidson ended up
13th. As a team, the Eagles took second place in the match.
BC Skiing Coach Bill Toof commented, "The men salvaged a good job.
George (Abdow) has done extremely well for us this year."
Another highlight for the mens' team is their ranking in this weeks' National Poll of Collegiate Skiing Association. Currently, the mens' team is
ranked second behind Brigham Young University.
The women also finished the meet second behind UMass. The Eagle women
placed three skiers in the top five of the slalom. Brenda Cummingham finished
second, while Monica Connell (4th), and Amy Blakin (sth) each skiied well.
Toof noted the performance of Ingrid Danzon, who finished sixth. Toof
noted that Danzon has only recently recovered from a knee
operation, and has just returned to action.

Spotlight

Inside BC

Photo by Jill Pabich

It is just about the midway point
in the 1985-86 men's basketball
season.
After the Georgetown game last
Saturday, Boston College stood at
11-7 overall and 2-5 in the Big East.
Instead of trying at this point to
figure out what the rest of the season
holds, this is as good a time as any
to take a look at the individual
players and their preformances thus
far.
Roger McCready is the key to the
Eagles. As Roger goes so do the
Eagles. In games against St. John's
and Ohio State, in particular,
McCready scored easily and often
and BC won big victories. Against
Syracuse and Providence, McCready
was held under his average (18.9
overall, 14.3 in the Big East) and the
Eagles were beaten.
It may be interesting to note that
in the latest Big East rankings,
McCready was second in overall scor-

Dana Barros

The 6-3 senior still has a tendency
to get out of control in the transition
game, but Pressley, through his pure
athletic talent, can make plays that
other players cannot. Anyway, that
is the beauty of his game.
Another plus has been Pressley's
leadership in the backcourt, filling
the void left by Michael Adams.
What more can be said about Dana

Barros' performance besides that at

this point he is the best freshman in
the Big East (sorry Kenny Wilson 01
Jerome Lane.)
The 5-10 point guard is ranked in
the top-twenty in overall scoring and
in Big East scoring (13.1, 13.0.) He
is also in the top ten in assists (3.6,

scoring has dipped

a bit this year.
With the emergence of other players,
Barry could find his starting status
and playing time diminished.
Barry has a good outside jumper
which if he gets it going makes things
a lot easier inside for McCready and
Bowers. The key has been that the
shot just has not been falling; witness
the drop in his shooting percentage
from .497 last year to .389 this
season. The potential is there; pro-

3.8.)

What is more amazing is that Barros has, had to learn a new position
(he was a shooting guard in high
school) while filling the big shoes of
Adams. Also he has a low turnover
rate.

The best thing, though, is that he
will only get better.
The most improved player on the
team by far has been center Troy
Bowers. The 6-8 junior from Roselle,
New Jersey showed flashes of what
he did during last season's NCAA
Tournament run. This season,
Bowers has established himself in the
middle after backing up Trevor Gordon a year ago, averaging 10.5points
and 5.8 rebounds a game overall and
9.0, 7.0 in the conference.
Bowers has made life a bit easier
for McCready by giving the Eagles
another option in the middle. His
play in the second half of the conference schedule could be the difference for the Eagles' postseason

ing to St. Johns' Walter Berry, but
falls all the way to twelfth in the Big
East Conference games. Could it be plans.
that some Big East teams have found
Gordon has gotten back into acsomeway to at least slow McCready tion after missing the first six games.
down?
His scoring and rebounding stats are
Overall no one can fault down from last year. Gordon can be
job thus far. He has ina key in backing up Bowers parreased his scoring average by about ticulary in rebounding where the
four points and his rebounding by a Eagles have been hurt many times
point. And all this while every team this season.
knows he is the key.
Gordon's size and strength were a
big help last year when he started.
Dominic Pressley has again increased his scoring average, this time The question now is whether he can
from 10.4 a year ago to 12.4 this do it as a backup.
season. More impressive is his 15.2
Skip Barry has been a disappointaverage in the Big East, which has ment. After a good freshman camhim among the top ten in the paign in which he was named to the
conference.
Big East all-freshman team, Barry's

Roger McCready

duction from Barry would make life
a lot easier.
Jamie Benton trimmed off twenty
pounds during the summer and has
found more playing time this season
as the first guard off the bench. The
6-0 sophomore is averaging almost
five points off the bench, and gives
the BC backcourt along with Barros
great promise for a few years.
The potential is therefor freshman
Steve Benton. The 6-5 swingman
from Philiadelphia showed his stuff
against Ohio State January 18 with
14 point, five rebound, three assist,
and two steal preformance in his first
start. With Benton it could only be
a matter of time before he is a full
time player.
Russ Doherty a 6-8 junior forward
is coming off injury and academic
problems, but has provided some
solid minutes off the bench. He is no
scoring machine, but Doherty plays
intelligent and tough basketball.
The promise is there for 6-8
sophomore forward Tyrone Scott to
be a consistent rebounder, shot
blocker and occasional scorer, but he
still remains a spot player. After an
injury-plagued regular season, Scott
came on to provide good support in
th NCAA's.

Beanpot Masters Tournament

lieorge Abdow, (left) is a key member of the Boston College skiing team.
The Longmeadow, Massachusetts native finished first in both the slalom and
the giant slalom last weekendwhen the ski team travelled to Berkshire East.
Abdow has been successful as the team captain in providing leadership to
the squad. Marie Grant , (right) is captain of the womens' basketball team.
The Salem, Massachusetts native has been a key for the women this season.
She is averaging 14 points and nine rebounds a game. Grant has been instrumental in helping the Eagles compete with their rigorous Big East schedule.
Grant has continued her fine play from last season, when she won All-Big
East Honors.

Women's Basketball

Second Year Tournament Grows
Joe Vienneau
The second annual Beanpot
Masters Hockey Tournament was
held January 17 and 18 at Harvard's
Bright Hockey Center in Cambridge
and again was a success.
Sponsored by the Boston Safe
Deposit and Trust Company, this infant tournament featured past college
greats from BC, BU, Harvard and
Northeastern.

by

Crusaders Shoot Down BC, 75-68
by Arthur Anastos

fectively, resulting in her lowest scor-

ing output in weeks.
After crushing Seton Hall at
BC trailed by as many as 19 with
Roberts Center Wednesday night, the
15
minutes remaining in the second
BC womens basketball team dropped
and got as close as four, but
half,
at
Holy
a 75-68 decision
Cross Saturcould get no closer.
day night.
Big East All-Star Ann Odoy was
The biggest factor in the Crusaders
victory over the favored Eagles was held to 14 points, and was constantthe shooting. HC shot 60 percent, ly blanketed by the Crusaders.
"They played a box-and-one on
while BC shot a lowly 42 percent for
Ann...we
were confused. We strugglgame
the
(30-71), 33 percent in the
ed," Kantor said.
first half.
Sally Medeira netted 13 points for
"We've beep playing really well."
said Eagle assistant coach Ali Kanter, the Eagles, and Pam Thornton add"We had a terrible shooting night." ed eight.
On Wednesday night, Sweet scored
The foul shooting played a large
game's first seven points and led
the
outcome.
game's
role in the
Kantor
said. "They went to the foul line 33 the Eagles to an easy 69-54 victory
times to our 13. The officiating was over Seton Hall at Roberts Center.
The Eagles held the Bucettes
very inconsistent."
scoreless
for the first five minutes,
The Crusaders took advantage of
and
the
by
time Seton Hall was on
opportunites,
their free throw
making 21 of 33 attempts to help boost the board, the game was all but over.
HC to a 29-22 halftime lead. Marie
Sweet (15 points) hit four of her
Grant, a force inside for the Eagles, first five shots, including a turspent a good portion of thefirst half
naround jumper that put the Eagles
on the bench with three fouls.
up 11-2. And a Medeira (7 points)
Grant (16 points) and Kathy Sweet layup off Ann Odoy steal and feed
(6 points) both fouled out for the put BC up by 11, 17-6.
Eagles. HC double teamed Sweet efGrant poured in 14 of her game

high 16 points in the first half as BC
continued to pull away. The Eagles
went up 35-16 on a Grant bomb from
the top of the key. The senior from
Salem, Mass also grabbed a game
high 10 rebounds in the game.
The only anxious moment in the
contest came when Odoy left the
game after a collision with Seton
Hall's Kathy O'Reilly (11 points).
BC went into the locker room at
the half leading 46-27. Thornton
chipped in seven of her 12 points in
thefirst half, as Odoy and Grant continuously found Thornton for easy
baseline jumpers.
Despite being outrebounded in the
game (38-35), the Eagles played a
tight man-to-man defense, holding
Seton Hall to under 34 percent
shooting on the night. BC forced 29
Bucette turnovers, and the Eagles
finished with 12 steals (Odoy and
Rita Roach had four each), often
resulting in easy BC baskets.
The Eagles (11-6) never gave Seton
Hall a chance to get back into the ball
game, as the leadremained between
11 and 19points throughout thefinal
20 minutes. BC shot 46 percent (23
for 50) in the ball game.

The tournament was established in
1985 to raise money for the Jimmy
Fund. Harvard won that first tournament by defeating BC in the finals
while BU edged out Northeastern in
the consolation game.
This 1986 version of the Beanpot
Masters was even more of a success
for the Jimmy Fund. Featuring gate
attraction Mike Eruzione, a member
of the 1980 United States Olympic
gold medal hockey team, and hordes
of other college, Olympic and pro
skaters, the Beanpot Masters tournament promised excitement and fine
hockey play for the 1700fans that attended the games each night.
The first night of the tourney had
BU matched up against Harvard and
BC versus Northeastern. The opening game saw Harvard and BU exchange goals before the Terriers
finally pulled out a 5-4 victory to get
them into the finals the following
night against the winner of the BCNortheastern contest. The Eagles
took that game, 7-5 to set up the BUBC final that surely struck some
memories for the alumni in
attendance.
The final game belonged to BU as
they walked all over the Eagles, 6-0
taking the -title. Harvard defeated
Northeastern in the consolation

game.

No matter the outcome of any of
the games, this tournament was again
a great success behind a noble idea
originated by W. Godfrey Wood,

Harvard class of '63, and goalie for
his alma-mater in the tournament.
Mr. Wood, founder and chairman of
the Beanpot Masters, pointed out the
bright future for the tournament.
"The play will justkeep getting better. We have a bunch of former pros
and Olympians who just love to

play."

More important than that aspect
however, was the money raised for
the Jimmy Fund this year. "We made
close to $20,000 this year for the Jimmy Fund, just about double to the
money we made last year." Wood
said.
Wood also stressed the cooperation of the players themselves with
raising the money. "Many of the
players bought tickets for resale to
their friends and families, which was
a big help."
Lisa Rowen Gillis, the tournament
manager, also sees a promising future
for the Beanpot Masters. "Last year,
when people heard of the tourney,
they said 'Beanpot What?' but this
year more people recognized it, and
the interest continues to grow."
Gillis also concurred with Mr.
Wood about the quality of play.
"The quality of the hockey vastly improved over last year and we see no
reason why it won't continue to get
better."
So year number two of the BeanMasters showed great strides over
the previous year. Does this mean a
lasting success? I don't see why not.
As the years go on, the play will undoubtably get better, and better play
means more people in the seats. Put
two and two together and you have
continuous money being made for a
great cause, not to mention a great
time for players and spectators alike.
W. Godfried Wood mirrored the
thoughts of all involved with this
charitable tournament. "We would
all love to see the community get involved with this."
pot
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Eagles Hit Snag, Fall Victim to Georgetown
Mcnntinued from page 13
Field House Wednesday night. The
Eagles lost a heartbreaking 64-62 loss
to put them two games below .500
(2-4) in leagueplay while the upstart
Panthers improve themselves to 13-5,
good enough for third place in the
Big East (5-2).
The game was close throughout,
with the biggest lead being 6 points.
When Darryl Shepard canned a
jumper from inside the paint with
3:19 left, it gave the Panthers the lead
58-56. Barros was fouled less than a
minute later but missed the front end
of the one and one.
Pittsburgh took a timeout and
followed with a Shepard 15 footer
from the wing to give Pitta four
point lead with 1:50left. The possession was keyed by a quick rotation
around the key which enabled
Shepard to take the jumper
uncontested.
Williams called timeout. Barros
responded with a patented baseline
jumper to bring the Eagles within
two. But with 0:49 left Curtis Aiken
buried an 18 footer, his first points
of the game. Pressley answered for
the Eagles on a 15 footer in heavy
traffic to bring the Eagles within two
at 62-60. BC took an immediate
timeout with 0:31 left but chose to
not foul immediately on the inbounds
by Pitt. They did, however, foul
Shepard with 0:20 left to send him to
the line for one and one. Shepard
missed the back end, keeping the
Eagles alive and down by just three.

the Eagles took the lead on a Steve
Benton (6 points) drive. The Eagles
would never relinquish the lead for
the remainder of the half. However,
Pitt would come within two five
times.
After Pitt started the scoring on a
Keith Armstrong tip in, BC rambled
off six straight, capped of by a
Pressley 18 footer from the baseline.
Four minutes later Armstrong would
drive to bring the Panthers within
two. For every point the Eagles
scored, Pitt came back with two of
their own. In the half BC was ahead
by four points ten times, and by two
points also ten times.
With the score 16-16, BC ran off
six straight, the last time they would
do so in the game. This was fueled
by a Skip Barry jumper from the
paint, a Gordon turnaround from the
baseline,
and a Pressley drive. It
by
sandwiched between a Shepard ten
footer and a Charles Smith (20
points) follow up.
The Eagles are now 11-7, and they
must start looking ahead toward the
NCAA Tournament. Despite the fact
that 64 teams are selected, BC will
the basket during the Saturday's Georgetown game
have to improve if they are going to
immediate timeout and when play second. Barros rebounded, sprinted be selected.
resumed, Bowers almost came up downcourt, and put up a 24 footer
Williams said, "The only thing we
with the steal, but couldn't stop it
as time ran out, only to watch it are worried about is the Syracuse
game on Tuesday night. We have to
from going out of bounds. Shepard bounce off the rim.
got loose downcourt for theinbound
The Eagles were lead by Pressley think about what we're doing now,
pass, was fouled by Barros with 0:06 who had 16 points (on 7 for 11 and not with the future."
left and sent to the line for two shots shooting from the field) and seven reThe Eagles will entertain the
Orangemen of Syracuse at the
because it was an intentional foul. bounds.
Shepard hit the first but missed the
The first half was nip and tue, as Garden on Tuesday night at 7:00.
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Eagles and Hoyas clash underneath

With 0:11 left Jamie Benton was
fouled down low going for a rebound
off a Pressley miss. However, the
Panthers thought Bowers, a 66.7%
free throw shooter, should have gone
to the line. But the referees sent Benton to the line for one and one,
whereupon he sank both to bring the
Eagles to within one. Pitt called an

Swimming

Eagles Sink SMU and Providence
by Stephen Irons

The Boston College men's and
women's swimming teams improved
their records to 4-2 with impressive
wins this past week. Not only were
victories notched but both pool and
team records were broken in all the
meets.

The women's squad, behind strong
performances by Kathy Koval, Suzy
Sullivan and Mary Lebeau
dominated UMass to a score of
88-45.K0val and Tara McKennaalso
qualified for the national meet and
the Eagles 400 Medley Relay team of
Kristen Noone, McKenna, Koval and
Lebeau posted a 4:09.61 time which
Coach Tom Groden stated as one of
the best times in New England.
Groden was also pleased that
already this year BC has five swimmers around 11 minutes in the
lOOOmeter freestyle event.
Against Providence College Friday
night BC posted an 89-42 win
while

justmissing a pool record in the 800
Free Relay. Putting in strong
times against the Friars were Kirn
Hanson) Diane Flaherty and Gillian
Fucigna who has been showing much
promise in her freshman year at B.C.
The men's team had a great week
as they breezed through SMU, 82-20
and defeated Providence, 79-34.
Against SMU, team records were set
in the 200 meter Medley Relay(John
Blood, Dean Schneble, James Sieve
and co-captain Kevin Kenny). The
100 meter butterfly record was
broken by Roberto Ayala with a time
of 35.61 seconds and the 200 meter
Free Relay team of Kenny, Greg
Green, Ayala and Aaron Thompson
set yet another team record. Junior
John Blood said that SMU had not
given BC a competitive meet and that
all the Eagle swimmers had the opportunity to swim in different events.
"We got good swims from Greg
Green and Roberto Ayala and
everyone did well," Blood added.
Gregory Geis also had a good night
meter

and against PC Friday night, as he
qualified for the NCAA Championships in the one meter dive.
The Eagles also set a team record
in the 400 meter Medley Relay as the
team of Blood, Schneble, Sieve and
Scott Williams posted a time of
3:45.17 minutes.
Groden said after the Providence
meet that the men's meets have been
competitive and that this is important
for three tough meets against Northeastern, UNHand UConn coming
up soon in the season. About Providence, Groden stated that "they
had some good swiMmers,especially
Wayne Bowden, and we approached
this as a meet that we could lose but
we did well." Groden's swimmers
will take their next dip in the pool
again this Tuesday as they face Babson College at 6:00 at the Sports
Complex. The women's team after a
weekend meet with the University of
Maine will meet West Point this
Saturday at 1:00 at the Sports
Complex.
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Geoff Geis prepares himself for a dive

Super Bowl XX Leaves Media Long Winded
Wcontinued from page 13
ed with lowlights. How else can you
objectively explain the fact that the
Patriots-Dolphins AFC Championship game had a higher local rating
than the seventh game of the 1984
Celtics-Lakers Championship series,
considered by many as one of the
greatest championship series ever.
The 49.3 rating topped the 45.3 for
the Celtics-Lakers seventh game.
The Sullivan's finally had a team
to be proud to call theirs (although
they are still trying to unload it). And
the owners misused the media as well.
Why was Patrick on the sidelines
anyway.

And when Billy Sullivan was asked to comment on the Patriots victory over the LA Raiders, he gave the
history of how he built his franchise
starting with $8,300.
How acute was the media
coverage? Who didn't know that
Bear quarterback Jim McMahonhad
a pain in his buttocks stemming from
a hit during the Bears-Rams NFC
Championship game, and that he was
treated with accupuncture. Was it
necessary, however, for the cameras
to focus on McMahon's derrierefor

close to 30 seconds during a press
conference last weekend? It's not as
if his rear was in a cast.
Just how absurd did the coverage
become during the Super Bowl frenzy? A New Orleans TV station ran
a story on a new toilet paperrole that
the Superdome was implimenting for
the game.
The improved product was much
longer than its predecessor, and thus
required changing therole less often
during the game. The new toilet
paper was long enough to role from
one end of the football field to the
other numerous times. Get the point?
Both the Boston Globe and the
Boston Herald ran Super Bowl extravaganzas on Friday. The Globe
ran an amazing 40 page sports section, and the Herald ran a similar 30
page section. A full page advertisement in the Globe's sports section
cost $12,000 on Friday, and $10,000
bought a full page ad in the Herald
the same day. Getting the point?
And finally, why did the 1986
Super Bowl become the 1986Musical
Bowl? The Bears started the trend
with the "Superbowl Shuffle",
followed by an endless number of
songs promoting the Patriots,

demoting the Bears, the Refrigerator,
and everything Chicago:
"Bearßusters" (takeoff on Ray
Parker's "Ghostbusters"), "Let's
Beat the Bears Together" (The Rolling Stones), "We Are the Pats"
("We Are the World"), "Leader of
the Pats" (The Shangrilas), and
"Refrigerator" (takeoff on the

Beatles' "Lady Madonna"):

the Fridgidaire."

"Refrigerator, the way you
drink and eat/
Wonder how you manage to move
your feet/
Refrigerator, watch out and
beware/
The Pats are gonna disconnect

Perhaps the most appropriate song
regarding the media's buildup of
Super Bowl XX is a song by Barbara
Streisand and Donna Summer from
a few years back. "Enough is
Enough."

Woody Says...
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BC Regains Hockey East Lead With Sweep
Mcontinuedfrom page 13
Barron took a pass from Ken Hodge
and let fly a slapshot from the point
which was tipped into the net by
junior forward Kevin Stevens.
The unstoppable duo of captains,
Harlow and Brown, demonstrated
their Ail-American talents six
minutes after Stevens' goal. Harlow
fed Brown at the top of the Tech
defensive zone who blasted a shot
past Huskie goalie Roach.
The Huskies came within one goal
just twenty seconds later. Tech's first
line sophomore sensation John Archibald spoiled BC's freshman starter
David Littman's chances for a
shutout beating him with a wrist shot
making the score 2-1 in favor of BC.
The situation got sticky after
Tech's second goal. Two minutes
after Archibald's goal, Huskie
leading point getter Randy McKay
beat Littman with a slapshot for a
tied game at two.
Harlow got the Eagle Offense
generated again at 12:39 of the
period. Harlow tipped a McLean
slapshot on the powerplay past
Roach for a 3-2 BC lead at the end
of the first period.

"WCHA hockey is much better
than it was last year...anyone can win
on any given night. The Huskies have
a good team," commented Ken

Hodge.
The Eagles got two more in the second period. After smooth skating

from the BC zone, Barron took a
pass from sophomore forward Dan
Shea and cranked a shot from the
right point beating Tech goalie Roach
at 2:39.
At 7:19 of the second period, with
a 4-2 lead, Hodge and Stevens combined for a goal. This was the last
goal of the period, but one which
assured the Eagles a comfortable
lead.
Halfway through the final period,
Brown and Harlow combined again
for a goal which nearly assured BC
of a victory."We're starting in our
end and working the puck nicely...this is what gets us goals,"
added Ceglarski.
Michigan Tech scored at 17:00 of
the third period to finish the scoring
for both teams, not good enough
however for a victory. The game ended at 6-3 in favor of the Eagles.
"I think we can play better...we
have to. We can't give up goals to
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Bob Sweeney moves in against Michigan Tech goaltender David Roche
teams like this," expressed
rently tied for second place on BC's
Ceglarski."l'm glad the weekend's all-time scoring chart. He needs fourover."
teen points to pass Joe Mullen as
Eagle Notes Eagle Notes Senior BC's all-time leading scorer. He has
co-captain All-American Harlow net- eleven regular season games left to do
ted four goals and two assists this so...The Boston College Eagles will
weekend for a career total of 198 face the Northeastern University
points at Boston College. He is curHuskies this Thursday evening at

Matthews Arena at 7:30. The Eagles
gained four points this weekend in
their victories over Michigan Tech,
two better than Northeastern. Thursday's game will be a battle to determine who takes possession of first
place in the Hockey East.

Davis, Hawkins Propel Tracksters in GBC's
Championships.
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Men's Basketball
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J Tues., Jan. 2830. .. Seton
Hall I
1 Thurs., Jan.
I
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Swimming

Tues., Jan.

{Women's?Sat.,

\Point

I

28Babson

to a first place finish. Hallet's victory
came in part by a firery last lap
finish.The triple jump saw Joanne
McDevitt leap to a second place
finish with a distance of 33*11" lA".
On the mens front, sprinters Rob
Davis and Ray Hawkins advanced to
the finals of the 60 yard dash by
dominating the preliminary qualifying heats. However, in the finals,
Davis and Hawkins managed to place
a fourth and fifth place finish. In the
second heat of the seeded mile run,
John Clopeck and Joe Rocha both
placed respectively in their very competitively stacked race. Freshman
Mike Pieroni locked a first place
finish in his heat of the mile run with
a time of 4:22.0.
Sophmore Dave O'Connell paced
to a third place finish in his heat of
the 880 yard run with a time of 158.3.
The Eagles look to this meet as a
fine tune up for the upcoming
Greater Boston Championship which
the Eagles hope to be a dominating
factor. Using this highly competitive
meet as a tune up the Eagles should
do justfine at the Greater Bostons.

The level of competition which they
faced was first rate. Runners from all
over the nation appeared at this
meet.from collegiate champions, to
ex-olympians to world-record
holders, all challenged the Eagles at
this fine meet.
In addition to the Greater Bostons,
Eagle runners will be looking foward
to the New England Championships,the Big East and the NCAA's.
The Eagles upcoming schedule includes the Millrose Games, which are
held in New York City at Madison
Square Garden on the weekend of
February 14, 15 and 16. Later in
February, BC will be in upstate New
York at Syracuse University for the
Big East Championships. The dates
of the Big East are February 21 and
22.
If all goes well, BC will be at the
New England championships on
March 1 and 2. This meet will be held
at BC's own Flynn Recreation Complex. Later, the Eagles will entertain
thoughts of advancing to the
NCAA's to be held in Oklahoma.

I

Feb. 1 West

Hockey

Harvard j
Mon., Feb. 3
Beanpot Tournament at Boston 1

Garden

The Blue Chips of Boston College
BC runners impress all in Terrier Classic

The Heights would like to congratulate
Raymond Berry and the

|i
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New England Patriots
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AFC CHAMPIONS
Truly a team of DESTINY
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WINE & SPIRITS

BEERS
Busch
Schlitz
Stroh's
Rolling Rock

new T-1000 from Miskinis
for under $6000. Delivered
.. .or lease one for less
than *$142 per mo.*
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Red, White
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Blue $6.99
$7.99

$8.79
$8.99
$9.99
$9.99

Miller
Lite

$10.49
$10.49
Killian's Irish Ale $13.99

Fetzer Table Wine 1.51

$5.99

(Premium Red & White)

Beujolais Nouveau 750ml $4.99
Gallo Chenin Blanc 750ml 2/$5
$11.99
Seagrams Gin 1.751
$11.99
Gordon's Vodka 1.751
$19.99
Jack Daniels 1.751
Johnny Walker Red 1.751 $19.99
$13.49
E& J Brandy 1.751
$10.99
Kahlua 750ml

Mishink
Buick/Pontiac/isuzu

?All BeerPlus Deposit?

1000 Main St./Rte. 28. Bridgewater
Don't know where we are? Call collect
for directions 693-3113.
!
1

If not in stock we will order one in your choice of color. Lease based on 18,000 mi. per yr.
Includes excise & sales tax. 48 mo. closed end lease. Requiresrefundable security deposit of
$150.00. Insurance not included.
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Neo-Conservatives Practice Own Terrorism
it's all just a neo-brand of the same
old horse shit-idiocy which frustrates
the hell out of people.
jolly Dr. Falwell (or worse). It
Some of these young Republicans
wouldn't even be surprising if the
young Republicans issued a statement are getting so out of alignment that
it's not even a political matter
blasting anything anything to which
anymore. Their personal political
blaming
the
refer,
might
liberal
word
machines get so revved up that they
country
in
the
on
the
defects
a statement blasting anything to go flying off the tracks at wild speeds
which liberal might refer, blaming the and random directions, upsetting
defects in the country on the word everything in their paths. They are no
"liberal" itself. For as open-minded longer seeking to solicit support for
as they are the neo-conservatives a political figure or platform, but are
might as well be neo-Nazis, or neo- desperately fighting for a way of life
Puritans if you prefer. Whichever, which is, to them, the only visible

Mcontinuedfrom page 5
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"A Tanning Salon"

in our tanning

1415 Beacon St., Suite 319
Brookline (Coolidge Corner)

Open Daily
'till 9 P.M.
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CASH FOR YOUR HEAD

under the recognizable auspices of
aggressions, Libyan backing, rather
than surround by the stars and
stripes, we would be able to take the
first, most important step against
them: identification. As it is now they
are actually identifying themselves
for us; but our sights are sect on the
wolves in the distance while the ants
run under our feet and ruin the picnic. If the land of the free is indeed
the home of the brave as well, we
must stand up against terrorism of all
sorts. Fighting the terrorism that

Save Lives! Give Blood!
Gold Key Society
Sponsors Blood Drive
Feb. 3-7 10am-4pm
Gasson 100

DOES THE PRICE OF A
TAN LEAVE YOU PALE?

$25
8 Visits for only
beds
I

.

"alternative." They have gained a college campuses is that they are indistinguishable in a great many ways
have lost their vision, an inscrutable from ordinary political factions.
tragedy for individuals who have yet They are able to penetrate the system,
to earn an undergraduate degree.
as it were, and work for therevoluSo they are victims in a sense, tion, or whatever they're up to, from
although the terror of the situation the inside Which is why we we
is no less for it. They are victims who should send them to Libya to train
perpetuate the victimizing, terrorists, in Colonel Kaddafi's terrorist camps.
like the fanatic, suicidal Shiite Americans can be quite oblivious to
Muslims, who carry themselves down internal destruction campaigns, as
in their own terrorist activities.
can be seen from this very example,
but can spot a foreign enemy inThe danger in allowing the young filtrator a mile away. If the young
Republican terrorists to populate our Republicans were to stalk Americans
passion (if not an obsession), but

Tuesday, January 28

-

!* "WITH A SONG IN MY HEART"
Starring

(AND DADDY SAID YOU'RE FACE ISN'T WORTH A CENT)
BRING YOUR HEAD (BODY OPTIONAL) TO

Susan Hayward Thelma Ritter
Robert Wagner Rory Calhoun

?

?

I?

AT PICADILLY SQUARE In Front of "Backyard" Restaurant
Open 9-8
Tues.-Sat.

*

All Seats $2.00
Special Group Discounts Available

Performance at 2:00 P.M.

j

hair & skin salon
103 UNION STREET NEWTON CENTRE (SB9 ?Aoff )

I
I

?

*

TRANSITIONS

|

?
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CIRCLE CINEMAS
566-4766
399 Chestnut Hill

I

Avenue Brookline, MA

You Get A Complete Wash, Cut, Style & Blowdry
You Receive an $8 Cash Discount off the Normal $23 Price!
WALK IN, OR TO ENSURE SERVICE, CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

?

j

J

Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other

969-2266
(coupon vaild only Tues-Wed-Thurs and only for first-time clients)
(only one coupon per person
offer expires Feb. 14)
?

REPRO
-L

MARTY'S LIQUORS

associates

The Store With More For Less
MASTERS 111 24-12 oz. bottles
MILLER LITE 24-12 oz. cans, suitcase
MOOSEHEAD 24-12 oz. bottles

$12.35
$9.8C
$12.49
$13.50

I*

\

I

Not Responsible for Typographical Errors

\

332-1230

|

-

reproductive medicine.
Because with some matters
it's privacy that counts.
* Free Pregnancy Testing
* Birth Control
* Premenstrual Syndrome
Giving private care for less
an c n c care Don't you
deserve the best?

''

Reasonable tees. Evening hours.
1297 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146

(at Coolidge Corner)

731-0060

i

J
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A private practice devoted to

$29.95

,
Make Marty's Your One-Stop
Shop For SUPER SUNDAY Marty's of Allston
Corner or Harvard and
Dell Platters Made tO Order
Commonwealth Ayes.
Orders must be in by 6 pm, Fri.
782-3250
Jan. 24, in Allston 782-3250
in Newton 332-1230 i
1
Marty's of Newton
All Beer Specials: Loose, Warm
675 Washington St. I
And Plus Deposit (next to Purity Supreme)|
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Imported From Sweden
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Complete GYN Exam
PAP Smear
Birth Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle
of Birth Control Pills
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Freedom of Religion Concerns Nicaraguans

mcontinued from page 2

Congressional study found that 46 of
48 Contra leaders in the largestof the
Contra groups, were made up of
former National Guardsmen) Since

then, support within the United
States has shifted back and forth with
respect to the Contras. When a
Newsweek article published
photographs of the Contras executing
a man after he was forced to dig his
own grave, public support dropped.
The same thing happened when it was
discovered that the C.I.A. had issued
a terrorist manual in Nicaragua and
participated in the bombing of its
harbors. Yet, the appeal to the Contras returned as the Reagan Administration condemned the Sandinistas as communists, and, as if to
prove the point, Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega went to the Soviet
Union, among other countries, to ask
for military and economic assistance.
Ursula and I were both hesitant to
believe the stories which we were being told by the governmentabout the
Contras. Thefact that Reagan likened them to our "founding fathers"
did not take away the volume of
documentation citing torture and
murder committed by the Contras. It
was necessary to visit the country in
order to hear the perspective of the
Nicaraguans.

for the protestant churches of
Nicaragua.
The Auxilliary Bishop of Managua
Vega, was the only religious leader
who supported the Contras. He

totalitarianism. He was unable

stated that the Catholic Church has
less freedom now than they did under
theSomoza regime. He believed that
the government of Nicaragua was
engaging in a direct power struggle
with the Catholic Church, by means
of base communities and
intimidation.
Members of the group asked the
Bishop how he could condemn the
Sandinistas for what they have done,
in terms of freedom of religion, yet
not condemn the Contras, who have
killed hundreds of unarmed civilians.
His response was. that the primary
evil of the nation was that of

We arrived in Nicaragua at the
same time as a seminary delegation,
and the issue of freedom of religion
was of primary concern. Leaders in
both the Catholic hierarchy of
Nicaragua and the Reagan Administration have made claims aobut
the repression of the Sandinistas in
this area. We met with 7 different
religious leaders: a bishop, two
Catholic priests, a Maryknoll sister,
a Baptist seminarian, a protestant
minister, and a representative of
CEPAD - an umbrella organization
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are others who feel that the Sandinistas have made their mistakes and
are trying to improve themselves.
These people may have problems
with the government, but wish to
work theseproblems out through the
political process. Finally, there are
those who support the Contras.
Although many people within the
country disapprove of specific
policies of the Sandinistas, Vega was
one of only two people in the entire
country with whom we spoke who
supported the Contras. The other
was the representativeof the United
States Embassy.
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circles of Nicaragua perhaps best explain the differing positions that the
rest of Nicaragua takes with respect
to the civil war. There are those who
fully support the Sandinistas. There
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tremendous increase in the freedom
of religion, for, prior to 1979,
Catholicism was the state religion.
After the revolution, this changed,
and may explain why the Catholic
hierarchy is in opposition to the
Sandinistas.
The Baptist seminarian was
perhaps the most useful in explaining what he saw to be restrictions of
freedom of religion. Yet, he saw the
violators as being the Contras, not
the Sandinistas. Other church
members agreed that it was the Contras who prevented Nicaraguans
from practicing their religion.
The differences within the religious

338538
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priests who disagreed with the
outspoken Obando y Bravo, yet their
voices were not being heard.
The protestants actually felt a

to

condemn those who took up arms to
combat this evil. Once the Sandinistas were gone, he reasoned, the
secondary evil of human rights
abuses by the Contras would
dissipate.
He stated
that
his superior, Cardinal Obando y
Bravo, "blesses and supports those
who have taken up arms."
The division within the hierarchy
in the Catholic Church and other
religions became painfully clear when
we met lower level priests and clergy.
One priest with whom we met was
under explicit orders from the Cardinal not to meet with us. He fully
supported the revolution, and opposed the Contras. He met with us,
however, to get the message across
that there were a number of Catholic
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CENTRAL BREAK
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or contact a local Sunchase representative or your

local travel agency TODAY!
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or Discolored Lenses at a
Fraction of their Original
Cost!
'Daily Wear Lenses
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Radio Jockey Puts Listeners to Sleep

Mcontinued from page 10
populationduring the day, and what
it would take to make those people

relax.

"Beyondthat, I'd like to have a little white house up around Route 128
with a white picket fence and a dog
and a couple of kids, but maybe
later." Although Boucher is not married, he said, "There is somebody in
my life. Beyond going day to day, I
don't think too far ahead of myself.
I'm very satisfied."
Boucher said his long-term ambition is to write a book about all the
people he's come across over the
phone and through ieUers. "In my
old age, I'd like to put together a
book on the gamut of how people
show their love and affection.
Sometimes I just put down the phone
and shake my head."
Although Boucher doesn't like to
define parameters, he said hereceives
calls ranging from the tough guy
wanting to "cruise chicks" to the
"man from Cambridge looking tor
a meaningful relationship."
"I get to talk to a lot of people
about love on the phone. If there's
one thing that I can sew together

?Amsof
?American Hydron
?Aosoft
?Bausch & Lomb
?Cibasoft
?Durasoft

* Tinted Lenses
?

needs. It's funny because it also
satisfied a lot of the other side of me
which is kind of shy. I could hide
behind the microphone in a little
room by the corner.
Boucher said that although he likes
certain music from each time period,
he liked the Beatles the most. "Beatle
music runs the gamut and followed
the trend. If an artist can grow with
the public, that says something. The
other thing is that they played their
own music.
"There are different moods of
music for the different times of the
day. There are different moods for
yourself. I'm a very moody person.
I'll go the gamut from classical to
rock."
Boucher'sradio career began at 15,
when he worked part-time at WVNH
in Salem, NH. Although he attended college, Boucher would not name
his school. "I got a decent job despite
my college. I don't like to give my
collegeone ounce of gratitude. They
got enough of my money."
Boucher has aired in Springfield,
Providence, Manchester, and most
recently at WRKO and WROR in
Boston.

I*o

$41.93 pair

?

on his VCR.
Afternoons are pretty boring for
Boucher, he said, although he occasionally goes to Worcester to do voice
tracks for Channel 27. "I painted the
garage windows this weekend...l'm
so domestic!"
"My social life is rough. I try to
pack so many things into the
weekend, sometimes I come in Monday, and I'm so tired."
The theater is Boucher's "first
studio, there's nobody there...the love," his "biggest thrill." "I wanted
telephonehelps. I like getting calls." to be an actor," he said, "but I noticAsked if he ever felt no one was ed if you wanted to have any
listening, he replied, "Yes, but then semblance of life, don't get into
you get calls from Laconia, New theater."
Boucher is also a big fan of the
Hampshire and Newport, Rhode
Boston
Symphony Orchestra and the
Island...that helps bring you back
Pops.
Boston
"I also like to find new
you
reality.
down to
When
think
things
in
Boston."
to
drive
from
long
about how
it takes
Boucher learned to appreciate
Laconia to Newport, you realize you
music early. He grew up playing the
are going all over the place."
Given the odd hours of his job, trumpet, as his father and grandBoucher spends his day very dif- father had. "I started thinking music
might be a good thing to get into. I
ferently than most. "I sleep late, obviously. I read and jog in the morn- was one of those types that when they
ing." Boucher said he often lunches were at a party was getting in front
with friends who work during the of people and doing all these crazy
things.
day. After lunch, the New Hamp"Radio satisfied a lot of my inner
taped
TV shows
shire native watches

through everyone's lives at night, I
think nightmeans love and romance.
Night is usually when people are
together because they want to be
together, or if they are not, they're
thinking about the people they want
to be with...As long as my love has
some place to go, I'm usually pretty
happy."
Boucher admitted he occasionally
becomes lonely or bored at the station. "When I finaly get into that

Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
Cibasoft Colors

'63.97 pair
Extended Wear Imimi
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?Bausch & Lomb
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All lenses guaranteed lirst quality, and

are supplied in the original Factory
sealed villi.
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1 Acquire your complete contact lens
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2 Complete the order below
3 Make check, money order, or
complete credit card intormaion payable to CLS.mc
4.Enclose name, address & phone
number wild order

5 Mail all inlormation to.

Contact Lens Supply, Inc.
30650 Carter Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44139

216/248-2416

"ContactLens Suppliers
for 25 years."

Please send
only
a pair.
?

Totalfor lenses

?

Shipping A Handling

pairs at
SC

L25
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I have enclosed total

payment in the following

manner:
chock

money order

VISA

MasterCard

(Personal Checks must be cleared
priorto shipment)
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?No tingle lens orders please.
?We will keep ell prescriptions on file
for reorders.
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inventory and ready to be shipped in
24 hours.
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'The true University of
these days is a Collection
of Books'
Thomas Carlyle

Department Heads Make Literary Suggestions

.

In the endless quest to bring our readers innovative material, the Review section has met
with the Dean of Arts and Sciences and nine
Arts and Science department heads. These
scholars were asked to collect five great works
of literature from their respectivefields in order
to present some fine extracurricular opportunities to the Boston College community.
Books were chosen for their historical
significanceas well as their beneficial valuefor
inquisitive students. It is no easyfeat to choose
only five best books in anyfield so when some
lists exceeded the limit it is in our best interests.
If notfor the cooperation of all involved and
especially the help of Michael Goodwin and
John Guillemin this would never have made it
*o the press.

Chairman of the Political Science Department
David Manwaring
1 The Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton,
James Madison, John Jay
2. Courts and Social Policy, Donald Horowitz
3. Organized Interests in American Democracy,
Kay Schlozman, John Tierney (two Boston
College authors)
4. American Politics: The Promise of Disharmony, Samuel Huntington
by. 5. American Law: An Introduction, Friedman
6. Views From the Bench: The Judiciary and
Constitutional Politics, Cannon O'Brian

Phot

by

Rob

Phot

Rob

GuiUemn Scholarly Book List Detailed

Guilemn

S.!
M

\u25a0 \u25a0?

Chairman of the Speech, Communication
Donald F. Fishman
1. Media and the American Mind, Daniel
Czitrom
2. News From Nowhere, Edward J. Epstein
i 3. The System of Freedom and Expression,
Thomas Emerson
The Powers that Be, David Halberstam
.|
4
.
by
5. Technologies of Freedom, Ithiela DeSola

Phot
Rob

.

Pool

Guilemn

Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
Rev. William B. Neenan, SJ
"These are novels that address universal and
parental problems that all of us as men and
women will grapple with at one time in our
lives."
1. Silence, Shusaku Endo
2. Final Payments, Mary Gordon
3. Ironweed, William Kennedy
4. Kristin Lavransdatter, Sigrid Undset
5. Mrs. Dallaway, Virginia Woolf

Phot

Phot

by

John

Chairman of the Theater Arts Department
J. Paul Marcoux
1. Oxford Companion to the Theatre, Phyllis Kenneth Craig and Paul Spagnoli each comHartnoll
posed a short but in depth book list for the in,2. Tech, Willard E. Bellman
terested student and serious academic alike.
3. Acting, Charles McGaw
Their greater lengths compelled us to seperate
4. New Theaters for Old, Mordicai Gorlick
them
from the other book lists. The extra efby 5. Theater. Cohen
by these professors is greatly apshown
fort
preciated by the Review section.

Rob

Chairman of the History Department
Paul Spagnoli

1. The Making of the English Working Class,
E.P. Thomson
The single most influencial book for
by historians of my generation. Huge and brilliantly written. Shows that history's "losers" had
stories which were worth telling and worthy of

Phot

.

Chairman of the English Department
E. Dennis Taylor
1 Robert Elsmere, Mrs. Humphrey Ward
2. The Spoils of Poyton, Henry James
3. The Less Deceived, Phillip Larkin
4. Experience, Ralph Waldo Emerson
5. Wordsworth's Poetry, Jeff 1lartman

Phot

by

Rob

Guitlemn

Chairman of the Sociology Department
John B. Williamson
1. Suicide, Emile Durkheim
2. The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism, Max Weber
3. Capital, Karl Marx
4. The Preservation of Self in EverydayLife,
Erving Goffmin
5. The Sociological
Wright Mills
6. Tally's Corner, Elliot Liebow
7. Regulating the Poor, Francis Fox Piven,
Richard A. Cloward

Rob

Guilemn

Phot *
Chairman of the Theology Department
Robert J. Daly, S.J.
1. Method in Theology, Bernard J.F.
Lonergan, S.J.
2. The Mass of the Roman Rite, Josef A.
Jungmann, S.J.
3. Theological
vols., Karl
Rahner, S.J.
4. Christ, theSacrament of the Encounter with
God, Edward Schillebeeckx, O.P.
5. Liberation Theology, Gustavo Gutierrez
6. Pedagogy of the Opressed, Paolo Freire

by

John

Guilemn

Guilemn

Phot

by

Guilemn

Chairman of the Fine Arts Department
Kenneth Craig

1. The Lives of the Painters, Giorgio Vasari
The first art historian writes the first book
about artists. It is the essential, primary source
for Italian Renaissance art history. (Alternative
choice: Chas. Baudelaire's writing's on art.)
2. Early Netherlandish Painting, Erwin
Panofsky

Panofsky was the most influential teacher of
art history scholars of our period. Among his

many outstanding books is this magisterial
study of the style and meaning of Renaissance
Art in the North. Beautifully written and unsurpassed in its depth and scope, it is a book
2. The Life and Opinions of Maximilien that is perhaps the standard against which the
Robespierre, Norman Hampson
art history scholarship of our time will be judgAn unusual book, written as if in the words ed.(Alternate choice: Panofsky, The Life and
of five different characters in order to express Art of Albrecht Durer.)
the author's own conflicting opinions of a
fascinating, complex, and in many ways tragic 3. The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks,
Gisela M.A. Richter
figure whose career was at the heart of the
French Revolution, one of the great events in
Curator of Greek Sculpture at the
Metropolitan Museum writes a comprehensive
modern history.
study of the era that is the basis of the art of
3. The Republican Experiment: 1848 to 1852, the western world. Thorough, authoritative,
Maurice Agulhon
readable. (Alternative choice: Rhys Carpenter,
A volume in a series on modern French Greek Sculpture.)
history. Agulhon manages to transcend the
series format and produces a marvelous evoca4. "Ut Pictura Poesis:" The Humanistic
Theory of Painting, Rennselear W. Lee
tion of a fascination period. Almost as good
as my favorite novel. Flaubert's Sentimental A small book that shines bright. The cornerstone of our understanding about the link
Education, which covers the same period.
by
between antiquity and the Renaissance, between
4. The Classic Slum, Robert Roberts
literature and art: good painting, like poetry
A partly autobiographical account of life in is the ideal imitation of nature. (Alternative
an English industrial city in the early years of choice: Jean Seznec, The Survival of thePagan
the twentieth century. Sometimes funny, often Gods: TheMythological Tradition and its place
moving, always interesting.
in Renaissance Humanism and Art.)

Rob respect.

Guilemn

Phot
Rob

Chairman of the Philosophy Department
Father Joseph F.X. Flanagan, S.J.
1. Plato's Dialogues, Plato
2. Ethics, Aristotle
3. The Confessions of St. Agustine, St.
Agustine
4. Principia, Sir Issac Newton
5. Insight, Bernard J.F. Lonergan

Guitlemn

5. Baseball's Great experiment: JackieRobinson and His Legacy, Jules Tygiel
A serious work of history which offers a
vivid picture of life in the USA before the civil
rights revolution and, best of all, gives me a
chance to read about baseball and the Brooklyn
'
Dodgers.

5. The History ofImpressionism, John Rewald
At first skeptically received by the critics

.

because of its emphasis on the cultural and
social context of art, this book has endured and
endured and has never been superceded. (Alternate choice: Meyer Scipiro, Nineteenth and
Twentieth Century Art)
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JOHN
DEAR

Hello everyone. Your letters were thought provoking this week, I appreciate the response to
my plea. Please more of your questions to The
Heights, McElroy 113, before 5 p.m. Friday.

need your irrational and insulting inanities, j
First of all, I wasn't aware that heads of state j
were reading my column and basing their j
foreign policy decisions on my political humor.
That's right, HUMOR. Can you say it? Sure I
you can. You take my column in completely ;
the wrong light. As a result, you have used my ;
words, (albeit innappropriately), to assert that ]
my aim is to threaten our relations with the 1
Soviets and to perhaps spread an anti-Soviet !
;
sentiment among our readers.
event
you
might
develop
If in the rare
an \
understanding of satire, then you would see that I
in my "saltine cracker" response I sought to I
laugh at the growing fear of the "Russians". I
Russia is only a province in the Soviet Union j
(you also abused this term) comprised of Chris- ;
tians, Jews, and all other religions and races, j
like the United States. We should not be any !
more afraid of the Soviets than we are of our !
neighbors at sobool, rather we should fear and ;
protest the state leaders, both American and j
Soviet, who are now bent on stockpiling j
weapons that could effectively end life as we !
know it.
!
You should understand what you're reading |
before you criticize it.

Dear John,
It is unfortunate that you prefer addressing
roommate and relationship problems. I find it
hard to believe that an individual as seemingly
insensitive as yourself is capable of handling
a personal problem of any sort. Your base accusal of the Russians as imitators is almost unworthy of response; however, there are one or
two things that should be brought to your
attention.
There are numerous movies being shown at
present, "White Nights" and "Rocky IV"
among them, that propound excessive antiSoviet sentiment. Your insinuation, however
small, serves as a reinforcement to these beliefs.
Obviously, you have an aversion to Reagan
and his policies; yet, it is disconcerting that you
so blatantly repudiate the beneficial results of
the Summit last fall. By expressing such igPat McNamara and Gordon Chater in 'The Birthday Party'
norant comments, you are making any conciliatory efforts with the Russians futile. Our
relations with the Russians are unstable enough.
Your negative input isn't necessary. It doesn't
matter whether the topic is a saltine cracker or
Dear John,
thereduction of nuclear arms, understanding
What would a chair look like if the knees ;
sensitivity are necessary when confronting
and
bent backward?
were
demanding
<
of
Birthday Party?Play by Harold Pinter. interrogation, with Goldberg
issues.
these
Moser j
think
you
you
exist?!,
Directed by Ben Levit. Staring Gary Sloan, Stanley, "What makes
reach
people
weekly
enough
You
to
be
more
Gordon Charter, and Mary Louise Wilson. What makes you think you exist?! You are
Played by the Huntington Theatre Company nothing!" he shouts, "You're dead! You're a cautious. Furthermore, the editorial capabilities ' Dear Moser,
I'm not sure, I guess something like an ironthrough February second at the Boston Univer- piece of meat!" Clearly,Goldberg and McCann of a paper which would deem such abject
worthy of print are questionable. ing board.
statements
sity Theatre.
are trying to break down Stanley, to so Everybody
loves a good joke, but ignorance
humiliate and degrade him that he doubts his
by Chris Klahre
laughable.
Dear John,
very existence. But what is the purpose? Are isn't
I won't try to appeal to the humantarian in
Do you think Wham! likes Spam?
benevolently
trying
to
break
him
from
his
they
We all live within ourselves to some extent.
you
you,
obviously,
nothing
because
have
but
?Nhoj Zenitram
Some do it to escape a world theydo not trust, dream world so that he can regain a position contempt for your contemporaries. However,
some to hide from a past they wish they had in society, or are they simply seeking to destroy please give those who are interested in proDear Nhoj,
not lived. But what happens when that inner him for their own perverted pleasure?
peace with the Russians a chance and
moting
Damn, better ask Sam, the Brady's butcher.
thing
The only
we know for sure is that
world is broken open? What happens when
keep
your uncultured, ignoble comments to
completely
broken
in
the
end.
Stanley
has been
even that inner refuge is destroyed? Some of
yourself.
Dear John,
the answers are to be found in The Birthday He is reduced to making gutteral sounds.
?M.L.K.G.
Why must everything at B.C. be a secret? I
Goldberg and McCann cart him off to a man
Party.
feel
frustrated by the underlying policy forcThe Birthday Party is about Stanley, a they call "Monty." Petey, one of therooming
ing
students
to keep "closet affairs". Who
reclusive boarder at a small rooming house on housekeepers protests, but Goldberg assures
practice?
started
this
Where will it end?
of;
it's all taken
the English coast. Stanley's privacy is sudden- him that "It's all taken care
?Inconspicuous in '87
ly intruded upon by the arrival of two new care of."
interesting
props
appear
repeatedly
Two
boarders, a Mr. Goldberg and a Mr. McCann.
Dear Inconspicuous,
Meg, the keeper of the house, informs the new throughout the play. They are a child's drum
What are you talking about? It's such a
guests that it is Stanley's birthday and a party and a pair of eyeglasses. Both objects belong
mystery
to myself and the Heights staff we're
by
Meg
is planned for that evening. By morning, to Stanley. The drum is given to Stanley
sure
what you mean. Write back.
not
birthday
play,
durpresent. Later in the
Stanley has been reduced to a drooling idiot and as a
Stanley
causes
party,
ing
birthday
the
McCann
is taken away via motorcar by Goldberg and
Dear John,
to unintentionally break the drum in a game
McCann.
How long should two people kiss at one
Strictly speaking, this is no thrilling plot. But of blindman's bluff. It is during this same scene
sitting?
the plot is not so important in this play. More that McCann breaks Stanley's glasses, render?Marathon Southerner
intriguing is Stanley'srelationship to these two ing him virtually blind. Again, we are led to
they
funcmen, Goldberg and McCann. We are never sure question these two devices. How do
Dear Marathoner,
exactly to what degree these men have previous- tion? It may be that they are meant to repreI suppose as long as you want without colly been acquainted with Stanley. In the begin- sent sound and vision. The destruction of these
lapsing
from exhaustion or frustration.
ning, we are led to believe that they are com- two objects by McCann are perhaps meant to
plete strangers. As the play progresses, illustrate further the subjugation of Stanley. As
Dear John,
however, we begin to change our minds. they have violated his mind, so have they
Why don't more people read the Stylus?
M.L.K.G.,
Dear
Goldberg and McCann seem to know removed his last link to a sensual environment.
anyone know about it?
Does
ponderings,
psychological
All of these
You are a severly misguided, blind fool with
something about Stanley. They seem to be subt?The Few. The Proud.
ly playing with his conscience, graduallyreveal- however, should not detract from the overall no comprehension of jovial satire. My
production.
acting
The
is
soundness
of
this
yours
aims,
sure,
humanitarian
like
I'm
are exing tiny bits of incriminating information, unDear Joan,Jay,George,Rob,Steve and Liam,
til Stanley has completely lost his grip on quite good all around. Every player seems to tensive. In 1982 I worked with the Amigos dc
Not many people know about the Stylus, the
have a feel for thefrequent hilarity of this play, Las Americas program, building latrines in
reality.
literary
magazine of Boston College. They acJust exactly what Pinter is up to in this play as well as its more serious and frightening Honduras. In 1983 I spent another three cept all written or two dimensional art works
done,
with
beautifully
aspects.
The sets are
months working with the St. James Missionary
is difficult to discern. What are the functions
for review for the winter issue. Send your subof Goldberg and McCann? Are their intentions painstaking attention to detail and visibility to Society in Ecuador and Venezuela. I spent my missions to us, I mean them, to McElroy 127
last two years working with retarded adults in
good or bad? We are given at least a clue to the audience.
Birthday
Party
All
of
this
makes
The
an occupational therapy program, and I just by February 6th and then look for futher
particularly
powerful
scene that
the answers in a
instructions.
takes place just prior to the party. Goldberg most unusual and intriguing play. It may seem got back from visiting my mother in the Peace
bizarre,
Corps in Honduras, where I spent two weeks
and McCann begin to question Stanley about strange to encounter a drama that is
traveling the country and visiting other Dear John,
his past, his present, his function in life. The that is frightening, that is, at times, hystericalI can't study with my girlfriend around. We
way
again,
that's
the
life
is.
ly
funny. But then
volunteers. I don't want congrats, and I don't
scene gradually builds itself up to one of violent
continued to page 23 j

'Birthday Party' Grabs the Senses

<
?

Christmas Spirit Struggles in New York City
by Steve Sabatini

I needed that twenty dollar check my grandmother sent me for my birthday if I was going
to get back home for Christmas. I got on my
hands and knees and felt around under my desk
until I found it under a yellowing issue of the
Boston Globe.
Down in More Hall, the hard money outlet,
I met an administrative guy who was having
his pennies turned into "sandwich money," so
I waited while he produced coins from his
various pockets. He lookeed back at me.
"Sorry," he said, "I'll be another minute."
"No problem, take your time." I told him.
So he did.
When it was my turn, I handed the heavy set
cashier my check. He peered down at me over
his glasses and double chin and slid nineteen
dollars and fifty cents into my hands. I could
already feel the rumbling wheels of the south
bound Amtrak Metroliner.
I pulled into New York at five fifteen, the
peak of rush hour, with three pieces ofcumber-

some luggage. I bought a token for the IRT
subway uptown from Perm Station, fifty cents
was left over. The last leg of my journeypromised to be very unsettling.
I waited in the subway station and thought
about the days of Christmas. In one hectic hour
I would be surrounded by the people I love, the
smell of hot food, and the glow of bright
Christmas lights that flood the living room with
color. I smiled.
When thetrain pulled up a thousand people
jumped in and a thousand people pushed their
way out. A Jamaican guy with a heavy accent
yelled at me for forcing my luggage into the
train during rush hour. I didn't care, I was on
my way home.
I absorbed the dirty looks, the Jamaican
comments and the general atmosphere. I just
stood, supported by the sheer number of fellow
yuletide New Yorkers....and then I felt a hard
boney leg starting its way up the back of mine,
pushing harder and harder but with a subdued
containment. The firm subtlety of this vulgar
feeling made me think that I was dealing with

a professional pervert. No one esle knew that
I was being assaulted, by him, yet there were
so many passengers all around me. "Great."
I thought.
I started to turn my head around to get a
glimpse of him and I noticed his hand was on
my shoulder. It was a hard hand, callous, raw,
and beaten. His finger nails were bitten down
and dirty from years of misuse. I didn't look
at his face. I was about to become another victim. Then I felt his hand go under my coat
towards the wallet in my back pocket. But his
hand was too old, too slow to work unnoticed. I gave the old pick-pocket a hard elbow to
the chest, and told him to cut it out...he did.
I thought about the fifty cents rolling around
my pocket. All the old guy had to do was ask
and I would have given it to him; it was
Christmas. I left the old man on the train, spent
Christmas with my family and returned to
school. I have no idea where that sad pickpocket went but that fifty cents is somewhere
under my desk.
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continued from page 22
just look at each other and the passion swells Dear John,
My Carribean suntan is wearing off in this
until we attack each other with wild wet
pulsating
embraces.
I
got
strong
smooches and
New England weather! Oh help, what can I do?
now,
semester
I
to
do
better
?Nhoj Zenitram
2.5
last
and
have
a
but I can't stand it when we're apart! How can
we curb our lustful attraction during academic Dear Nhoj,
Oh, my heart bleeds. If you spent your vacahours?
?John Droney tion in the Tropics then you deserve to suffer
like the rest of us, perhaps worse.
Dear John,
Write down your goals, both of you, and Dear John,
don't stop until they're accomplished.
I have this problem. People use me for my
points. You do. How can I prevent this abuse?
When you're done studying, feel no hesita?Jilly Babies
tion to quench your playful desires.
Dear John,
Why is a hard man good to find?
?Not yet

Dear Shy,
For the same reason that a soft woman is
splendid.
Dear John,
If you have to go the bathroom on middle
campus, where is the hippest place to be seen?
?Trevor '86

Dear Jill,
If you really want the food back, you can
have it, indian giver!
Dear John,
My boyfriend and I have just started getting
physical after going out about four months. I'm
new at this and I'm a little scared. I want to
slow things down but I don't want to hurt his
feelings or turn him away. We are very close
now and I wouldn't want to have a fight that
would ruin what we have.
?Anonymous

Dear Trevor,
Dear A.,
O'Neill is the most chic, and plus it gives you
You have to be honest, no matter what. Bad
the new "educated" look.
communication will lead to problems you never
imagined. If you're not ready, then take it easy.
If you are a strong couple, he should undersDear John,
tand that you need time. Don't compromise
I feel renewed self-esteem but I still have to yourself just to satisfy him because you won't
go to the bathroom. Please readvise.
be doing him any favor in terms of your
?Antsy relationship.
Dear Antsy,
Dear John,
Do what feels right, having respect for those
What exactly is a HOYA?
?Perplexed BC fanatic.
you.
around
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Dear Fanatic,

It is the common response of an attacker
when you meet him in an alley and scream,
"Don't touch me I know karate!", and he says,
"Ho Ya?".
Dear John,

I've been living with the same bunch of guys
for four years now. In fact, we all went to high
school together. The problem is we are
graduating and must now separate to attain our
occupational goals. Can you help us find a way
to assure that the strong bonds we have formed throughout the years will not be severed?

?Fairfield born.
Dear Fairfield,
Nice letter. Why don't you make plans to
meet, say, twice a year (or more) for a basketball game or dinner or something. I'm sure with
enough notice all of you guys can get a day off.
In the meantime you've got to write and forget
I've found that the best way to start and hold
about the long distance bill's.
on to a meaningful relationship with a girl is
to start out as friends. It takes a while, but when
Dear John,
you go out with someone you know well, you
I am a very outgoing guy and I know many both trust each other and are more willing to
girls at BC. My problem is not meeting girls, open up. You know that you won't be
it is starting a steady relationship.Last semester "deserted" or "dumped" even if therelationI made out with four girls and after a day or ship doesn't blossom into a raving affair. When
two each one would proceed to explain that you go out with a real friend you can skip all
they had boyfriends at home, effectively ending the preliminary, superficial behavior and move
any chance of a relationship. I don't harbor directly into a more intimate (and reliable)
resentment towards these people, in fact I can relationship.
talk to each person fairly comfortably, but
when I think about what transpired I often feel Dear John,
cheap and used. I want to know if I am too
Who's responsible?
naive to expect more than a "scoop," or should
?An Unsatisfied Customer
I keep hoping that there are girls at BC who
don't have boyfriends at home.
Dear Customer,
?Tired of Playing Games.
I'm afraid I can't help you. We can only
speculate on the historical, political and cultural
Dear Tired,
Of course they're out there, and keep look- forces that have created and shapedsociety toing. Those little flings are fun, and if you're day. Or were you refering to that large round
a romantic visionist like I am sometimes, you stone thing (problably Celtic) in the quad? I
want those moments to last or develop. The
don't know that either.
awful reality is that few people take those situations seriously often because they are afraid of Thanks for the letters. Send more.
?John.
getting hurt.

'Runaway Train' Separates Man from Beast
by Chris Klahre

What is the difference between a man and
a beast? That is the key question raised by
Runaway Train, a new film starring Jon
Voight.
Runaway Train tells the story of Manny, a

prisoner in a maximum security prison in
Alaska. Manny has spent the last three years
welded into his cell for two attempted escapes.
A court order is issued, forcing the prison's
warden to return Manny to the mainstream
prison. No sooner is this done than Manny
escapes for yet a third time.
Manny and his accomplice, the prison's
champion prizefighter, make their way to a
freight yard where they hide themselves on a
departing train. But as the train is pulling away,
the engineer has a sudden heart attack and dies.
The train becomes an unstoppable runaway.
The man and beast question concerns Manny and his nemesis, the prison's Warden
Renkin. Renkin considers Manny and all the
rest of the prisoners to be animals. Owing to
certain beginning scenes of violence and brutality amongst the convicts, we tend to agree. But
as the movie progresses, the issue becomes more
complex. Warden Renkin begins to display
more and more of his own brutality; Manny
and his fellow inmates show more and more
compassion. And it is this ability for compassion, that truly distinguishes man from the
beasts.

Runaway Train leads us also to question certain traditional roles of authority. Is a man
superior simply because he occupies a higher
position in society? Is Renkin a better man than
Manny just because he is the Warden? The
answer is clearly "no", and this is made clear
to us through several repeated scenes. Thefirst
shows us Renkin confronting Manny outside
of his welded cell, clearly a position of authority
for Renkin. The second depicts Renkin on a
catwalk above the prison boxing ring. Manny
is below, having just thwarted a murder attempt
by one of the Warden's convict lackies. Again,
Renkin is in the superior position. The third
scene occurs toward the end of the movie.
Renkin descends upon the runaway train via
a helicopter and a rope ladder. Here we see
Renkin coming down from his official position
of authority, finally placing himself on an equal
basis with Manny. The two fight and Manny
triumphs, thus destroying Renkin's alleged
superiority.
It is in these final scenes that Manny
demonstrates his compassion. As the train
hurtles toward its final destruction, Manny uncouples the lead engine from the rest of the
train, thus saving his accomplice and a young
woman who was also trapped on the train.
One shortcoming of this film is its treatment
of the problems of modern technology. We are
rather blatantly told to wonder about the inadequacies of technology?about how we are
able to put a man on the moon, but are still

unable to stop a runaway train. One scene actually depicts the space shuttle taking off on
a television set inside the railroad controller's
office. This might be bearable, save for the fact
that the controller must stop and tell us exactly what he is thinking about the image.
The pace of Runaway Train is nicely brisk;
there are very few dull moments. Some scenes,
in fact, might be viewed as being too exciting.
Particularly in the beginning, there is a great
deal of very affecting violence. Such scenes are
shocking, but never unnecessary. We must see
the brutality of prison life in order to understand the theme of man and beast that will later
be developed.
This is also a beautifully visual film. Director Andrei Konchalovsky has treated us to some

strikingly surreal imagery. Scenes of the train
speeding across the frozen Alaskan wasteland
are combined with crescendos of apocalyptic
music to create something beyond the
imagination.
The acting is quite good overall. However,
it is Jon Voight's performancethatreally makes
this movie. His depiction of Manny is bigger
than life, as indeed the character is meant to
be. He never lets us forget for a moment the
sheer raw energy that this character exudes.

All of this makes for very interesting viewing. Runaway Train is a soundly constructed
film, it is a well developed film; but most of
all, it is a film that will make you think.

Surly Debutante
by Lauren Leja

jokes, marital aids, a particular word you may
enjoy. I'm quite confident I could muck out
Saw J yesterday. I simply cannot figure him a couple of paragraphs on saliva, for instance.
out. When he saw me, his eyes grew really wide: Ask me questions. Determine my fate. Set me
were his pupils dilating from intense interest, up on a blind date with your kid brother (he'd
adoration, and lust, OR, was he obnoxiously have to be blind). I don't care. As I am not exbugging his eyes out to indicate that I always actly Mother Teresa, I need something other
stare rudely at him? Oh, will I ever understand than divine inspiration. Besides, I sent my
the sexual subtleties of men? Does he despise stigmata to the cleaners.
me? Does he want me to bear his children? Is
This week's bout with PMS hopefully does
he looking through my adorable-yet-extremely- not resemble a generally pathetic Jerry Lewis

sensuous-in-an-odd-sort-of-way-being, and
staring at the anorexic blonde Miami Vice vixen who is complainingabout the excess calories
in romain lettuce?
But back at the philosophical/ideological
/pathological ranch...
Though I'm not actually bored, I'm getting
progressively more B*o*R*l*N*G. The two of
you absorbing my every utterance like free beer
are nodding sympathetically, "Ah-writer's
block...a troubled psyche...a wounded soul."
The other million and a half dozen Irate-onUpper-Campus-Face-Slappers are screaming,
"That's a revelation? She's always
been
(pick an adjective)
-narcissistic
-indulgent
-as exciting as cold rice
-an ass since column one
These folks in Camp Numero Dos: take a
hike, go to Guam, Amscray.
For those foolhardy/masochistic trailblazers
who assault themselves each week, I am calling upon your superior intellect, super human
patience, and trusty thesaurus, to aid me in fur
ther endeavors. Translated, this plea means:
send me mail. Hate mail, like mail, bitch mail,
goddess mail, PTL Club mail, occupant mail,
phone bills, gift ideas, Dave Letterman's Phone
number-ANYTHING.
Send me anything to inspire-quotes, dirty

,

Beg-a-thon. But even if it does, I'm imploring,
seeking, waiting with some intrepedation to
receive some inspirational correspondence.
Send all sorts of stuff to this hag:
Surly Deb
c/o The Heights
McElroy Room 113
Hey, I also like to drink coffee, so if you have
many points to rid yourself of and would like
to simultaneously increase your social status by
taking a nationally acclaimed celebrity to lunchask and ye shall receive.
But dismiss all thoughts of inflicting physical
violence upon my person. There is Big (boy is
he ever) John Studd lurking in the shadows.
Various and sundry tidbits: I'm currently
moonlighting in another Boston area publica
tion. Hint: it's not the Observer. ThoughI will
not freely divulge this information to any
moron I may encounter, if you ask me politely, I'll clue you in. Wrote to a drunken Canadian named Neil, whose name I got from MaximumßockNßoll.
He has taken the liberty to
invite himself down some time in the near
future, despite his status as a complete stranger.
Possible collaboration involving my
distinguished and fun-loving colleagues. I'm
still waiting for a man with an accent to sweep
me off my feet. However, he cannot be Omar
Sharif. Party at the Sambucca Palace this week
should prove to be interesting. Can sleepwalkers successfully navigate heavy machinery?
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Hazy Memories of New Year's Eve Revealed
by Steve Lempitski
"No New Years Celebration tonight." I
thought watching the blizzard rage, "Too bad,
it was going to be a good one." No sooner had
the thought left my mind than thephone rang.
"We're going out tonight," said a voice on
the other end, "and we'll pick you up in five

minutes."

Underway, and sitting in the front seat, I

noticed the speedometer read 45. "Slow
down," I exclaimed, "do you want to kill us
all?"
"Listen!" explained the driver, "It's 8:20,
we have 27 miles to go, and free beer is from
8 to 9."
"Free beer?", erupted the backseat voices,
"STEP ON IT!"
Passing a remote corn field, a backseat occupant mentioned that he had read of a
spaceship landing there three years prior. Commenting further, he mentioned that the witness
had been prone to nervous fits, and had
previously laid claim to seeing a bearded
kangaroo casually sipping Pepsi in the town
square.
Overtaking a pedestrian, a backseat voice
yelled "Stop! Lets roll this guy cause I'm
hungry and he might have a Snickers bar."
The pedestrian, upon seeing the swerving car,
shrieked and ran into the night.
"Guess he must have heard me." said the
voice.
"Either that," snapped another, "or with
that hat on he thought you were an
undertaker."

Arriving at Zivko's Rock and Roll Palace
with fifteen minutes of free beer to spare, we
more than made up for the time we missed. A
few minutes later the band began. Surveying
the humanity on the dancefloor, our comments
came spontaneously.
"Look at that monster in the star spangled
shirt," our driver blurted, "that star is the
closest thing to a heavenly body that she'll ever
get."
"I'd watch her dance," I added , "but I
don't have an airsick bag."
All eyes soon fell on a rather gangly fellow,
whose style of dance reminded one of a lopsided windmill caught in a storm. Discussing
the matter, we came to the conclusion that
modern dance is not what you do, but the body
you do it with.
A few minutes later, 1986arrived along with
a girl who asked our driver to dance. Turning
around and grimacing at the sight of therather
homely soul, he quickly responded with "I only
come here to drink."
The night quickly passed, and soon it was
time to leave. Noticing that the drunkest of our
lot was missing, we organized a search. Scant
minutes later his form was sighted dancing with
a poor soul who looked like a case study for
Overeaters Anonymous. Now intact, our
fivesome proceeded to the car. Once in, we
realized another member had disappeared, and
instantly noticed a solitary figure staggering
after a windblown hat. Both were soon retrieved, and intoxicated, we started for home.
Driving along the now concealed road, the
driver did a fine job of keeping the car halfway

between the telephone polls.
"I know,"a backseat voice sounded, "let's
go to the glowing ball!"
"NO!" shouted a terror stricken voice,
"That place is cursed! Just last week I drove
by the road that leads to it and my car stalled."
"The curse, uh," I said, "I thought you had
carburetor trouble. Besides," I continued, "the
ball is just a memorial to a dead priest."
"No," the voice went on, "it's evil!"
"Sure," I answered, "like the night we went
up there and you almost ran over a nun who
was holding a cane."
"It was an axe!" he shot back, "I saw it
because she was coming at MY side of the car."
"Go on." I said, "Your all nuts."
"Oh yea," queried the driver, "then how do
you explain that fire ceremony a few years
ago?"
"You don't mean the Boy Scouts?" I
answered sarcastically.
"Scouts?" he screamed, "They were
clansmen! Couldn't you see the robes and

hoods? If they caught us," he went on with a
tremble in his voice, ' 'it would have been certain death."
"Besides," whispered a backseat voice,
"what about thekid who took a medallion off
of one of the statues, and a week later got
paralyzed in a car accident?"
"Paralyzed!" I shot back, "you call a sliver
paralyzed? Seriously guys, I think you're a bit
paranoid about anything that is religious."
"I don't care what you say," said the trembling driver, "I still think that glowing ball is
evil." Wide-eyed and nodding their heads in
agreement, the backseat occupants all voiced
the same opinion.
Finding the car in my driveway, I got out.
Turning around quickly, I ran up to the open
window of the receeding car.
"Hey thanks guys," I yelled, "I had a good
time tonight, a real ball?a glowing one at
that." Half a block away, I could still heartheir
shrill outcries of terror and wails of imminent
doom.

Rods & Cones; Fame Sighted
by Cathy Toran
Ready for some new sounds? Are you getting sick and tired of the same music day after
day? NEW BLOOD. That's what we
need...and Rods and Cones have it. What's
more, four members of this six piece rock band
are Boston College graduates! Musically inspired by such groups as the Talking Heads,
the Doors, Iggy Pop, and David Bowie, Rods
and Cones have managedto retain a fabulous
rock and roll sound all their own.
The group began by playing on the corner of
Centre Street and Commonwealth Avenue on
Sunday afternoons in front of a big red Victorian house where they were appropriately called the Red House Band. Their first gig as Rods
and Cones was at the Rat at Boston College.
Before performing at BC, they played under
the name of Idiot Savant at the Channel for
a nuclear disarmament benefit that their
manager, Tom Schneider, was staging.
Rods and Cones have been playing in the
New England area for three years and have just
released their first five song E.P. This expensive endeavor, financed by loans and earnings,
exhibits the bands' professionalism and selfconfidence.
The first song on the album, "Education in
Love", was made into a video that was shot
on location in Charlestown, Copley Square, the
South End, and Lynn. A story based on the
lyrics of the song, the video is framed to look

like a polariod picture. Despite its creators' lack
of professional experience, the video is so good
that an interested record company in Los
Angeles said the video would appear unchanged
on MTV. Carter Allen called it "oneof the best
videos to come out of Boston all year." The
song "Education in Love" has been on top of
the WFNX local charts for five weeks, and has
been holding at number one for three straight
weeks.
Rods and Cones' bass player, Jim Duffy,
keyboardist, Brian Hess, drummer, Chris
DiNardo, and lead singer, Chris Kelley, all
graduated from Boston College with B.A.s in
English. Jim DiNardo on percussion and Gary
France on guitar are the only two non-BC
alumni. Even the groups' manager, Tom
Schnieder, spent his undergraduateyears on the
Heights. This is a real Boston College band if
there ever was one.
Backed by such an august tradition, it is no
wonder that Rods and Cones are striving for
a national audience. Tom Schnieder has been
approachedby one of the recording companies
in LA and he is confident an offer will arrive
within a month. Although this would be an excellent break for Rods and cones this would
take the local band far from Bean Town's
clubs. These guys said they loved BC, but not
many students come to see them play. So, be
at TT The Bears' Place in Cambridge on
January 31st for what is sure to be a wild and
crazy night of dancing and partying!!

BC alumnae hit the big time as Rods and Cones.

Rods and Cones?Boston based mucisians on the crest of success.

Madness and Fantasy Unfold in 'Balcony'
THE BALCONY?PIay by Jean Genet. by Robert Guillemin
Directed by JoAnneAkalaitis. Translatedfrom
French by Jean-Claud van Itallie. Playing at
In Genet's world, no one is safe. The authe American Repertory Theatre through dience is as vulnerable to the French playwrite's
February 23.
attack on conventions as the characters in the
play. Shortly into thefirst scene a Bishop, clad
in bright silks, pouring forth grand theological
proposals, is revealed as a customer in a
brothel, acting out his erotic fantasies in
Madame Irma's "house of illusions." Before
theaction is over, a fictional Judge and General
also fall from their assumed majestic positions.
They must cope with Madame Irma's demand
for payment as well as the deadly Central
American revolution that rages around them.
Such is the foundations ofThe Balcony (Rocky
Horror Picture Show meets Rat Patrol) as it
winds its waythrough multi-layeredrealities to
its unusual success.
The unconventional seeds of this play can be
directly traced to Jean Genet'stroubled life. As
an orphan, Genet felt rejected by established
society to such a degree that he had no identity except for one achieved through horrible
criminal actions. Strongly attached to this image of an outcast, Genet continued on to commit increasingly detestable and sinful acts as a
thief, prostitute, and prison inmate. After
writing a number of plays including
Deathwatch, and The Maids, the French
playwrite was praised for his anti-establishment
drama and became a cult figure in the late fifJeremy Geidt and Diane D'Aquila in 'The ties and sixties.
Because live drama is aimed at an establishBalcony'

Ed segment of society, it is no wonder that The survival of established society is based more on
Balcony produced frequent gasps of surprise it exterior display then its true essence. By the
from the audience. First, leaders ofchurch and time the play has ended, it is hard not to reflect
state are mimicked by lust-filled customers at on the pretentious show of pomp characterizthe brothel. A Bishop, a Judge, and a General ed by familiar social establishments as well as
are stripped of all respect as they childishly our own government.
Despite the wishes of Jean Genet The
prance about, making foolish play with the prostitutes. Although the official figures are only Balcony is threaded with rich beauty and high
assumed as part of a sexual fantasy, the critical artistic value. This is first noticed in the blend
of traditional and modern music that flows
message is loud and clear.
A more noticeble aspect of The Balcony's throughout the theatre, giving various scenes
ability to jolt the audience is seen with the their final and priceless touch.
The quality of the acting is a second aspect
Rocky Horror sexual atmosphere. Many of the
actresses are dressed in peppery lingerie and one of the play that provides an air of composure
has a pair of feathers attached to her breasts and form in the otherwise chaotic play. John
which flutter about as she struts across stage. Bottoms' portrayal of the Bishop is the outstanFour of the actors exhibit their manhood by ding performance of the play. His ability to
wearing codpieces as big as footballs along with make the twisted inner mood of his bizarre
shiny, one and a half foot high platform boots. character a complete reality is on the level of
As expected, this is just the effect that Jean genius.
Genet desires "My tarts must look like the
A high quality visual display was the
theatrical delicacy of the night. Short film clips
worst prostitutes in the world." The A.R.T proand slides meshed with the live action. Mass
duction certainly succeeds at creating a wonderrallies, dead bodies and indigenous landscapes
ful bunch of lewd lushes.
But, this glazing of crass, brash action does bounced off the rough stage setting, giving a
not reflect the deeper serious themes of the potent feel for Central America's political and
play. As the play progresses, the erotically socio-economic climate.
The Balcony presents a rare occasion to be
energized Judge, General, and Bishop actually become the leaders of the small country they culturally bullied and yet come out triumphant.
live in. They assumed thesepositions after an JeanGenet's virtrolic view of the world burns
attack on the country's palace kills all thereal the softer bourgeois sentimentalities, but one
leaders. This is when the audience begins to leaves the theatre nourished by fresh intellecunderstand the starker militant side of The tual concepts and a successful artistic
Balcony and realizes Genet's major theme: the performance.
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By Robin Nordlinger
Thursday January 16

PoliceBlotter
to a report of a suspicious motor

vehicle on lower campus. The driver
was identified, and after a warrant
check, was placed under arrest.
That evening, a beer keg and
alcohol were confiscated from
underage students in separate Walsh
Hall apartments.
At 11:35 pm, Police responded to
a report of loud parties on Sutherland
Road.
campus.
Saturday January 18
pm
pm,
reports
At 12:15
and 12:45
A report was filed on larceny of
were filed on wallet thefts from cash from Claver Hall.
Devlin Hall.
At 3:08 am, the Police responded
That evening, at 10:36 pm, the to a report of an injured person in
Police responded to a medical Roncalli. Party with facial injury was
emergency in Fitzpatrick Hall. The transported to the infirmary for
ill student was transported to St. treatment.
Elizabeth's Hospital for treatment.
Damage to the parking attendant
Friday January 17
booth at St. Ignatius gate was
at 8:30 am.
reported
responded
Police
am,
the
At 4:45
Police responded to a report of
unknown males firing BBs at windows of Cheverus Hall. A search of
the area produced no suspects.
Almost one hour later, at 2:18 am,
a Police officer extinguished a fire
started in a trash can by students.
At 10:49 am, a report was filed on
a theft of a motor vehicle from lower

At 11:40 am, an unconscious student in Welch Hall was transported
to the infirmary for examination.
During the evening, expired IDs
were confiscated by the Police in
Hillsides C/D lobby and in Edmond's Hall.
Alcohol was confiscated from
minors in separate incidents in Edmond's at 9:10 pm and at 10:05 pm.
Sunday January 19

report

Police responded to a tire aiarm set

Campus.
At 3:52 am, a report was filed on
larceny of ski equipment from a vehi-

One half hour later, at 9:40 am,
police responded to a fire alarm in
Hillsides A, which was set off by

of a vehicle containing identified stolen property on Newton

cle on Newton Campus.
burnt cooking.
At 4:00 am the operator of the
At 10:07 pm, Police responded to
vehicle containing stolen property a report of an unwanted party in Fitzwas apprehended in Keyes Hall and patrick. The party was gone when
placed under arrest.
police arrived.
That evening, at 8:27 pm, a report
At 11:15 pm the police were back
was filed on larceny of groceriesfrom in Cheverus responding to a fire
Edmond's Hall.
alarm set off by a faulty smoke
Monday January 20
detector.

A report was filed on an attempted forced entry to Stuart Dining
Area.
At 12:13 am, suspicious persons
were reported on Lower Campus.
I
Police responded to a report of
harrassment of a student at Loyola |
at 1:05 am. Subjects involved were
located, identified, and issued
trespass warnings.
At 1:20 am, Police responded to a

J
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Show Discusses Sports Violence j
ENTREES
Meantinuedfrom page 9
show will air, Cheng added. The ses- Court is scheduled to air Sunday
has assisted in therecruitment of au- sion that was taped at McHugh evening, February 16, 1986 from 6:3U
to 7pm. Miller's Court welcomes
diences for the courtroom session of Forum will constitute between one or tne snow,
wnicn take place MonMiller's Court and has observed the and a half and two minutes of show day evenings.
Interested individuals
producers and directors of the show time and will set the stage for the should
call
lawyers
to
present
their cases. The (617)449-0400 Channel Five at
as they prepare for future episodes.
to
Her duties extend into the courtroom anyone to attena tne studio tapings in the studio x4269 sign up to be
audience.
sports
violence episode of Miller's
session also, as she tallies the votes
cast each Monday by the studio audience. Stauder referred to the crew
of Miller's Court stating, "They try
to get me involved so that I can learn
[about communications and television production]."
As the taping of this vignette
reconstructed a portion of an actual
hockey game, an audience was needed to create the desired affect. Boston
College students were invited to attend the taping as extras, but only a
few were present as the taping begun.
A reporter and photographer for the
Heights were two of approximately
ten people who found themselves
silently cheering for the teams as they
scored goals and overcame the opposing team.
Cheng explained the main purpose
for creating this particular scenario
in asking, "What is and is not part
of a game, and how does sports
violence influence the fans and those
who wish to pursue a career in
sports?" This question is one of those
that the judge, lawyers, juryand audience will consider in deciding the
case, which is designed with neither
a right nor wrong verdict in mind.
The subject of hockey was chosen
because of the season in which the
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by Kerry McLaughlin

In response to strong student demand the Undergraduate Government of Boston College [UGBC] is
making an addition to their pub
series. This demand was not made by
students of legal age however. The
new addition will be for those
students who have not reached that
magical age of 21.
Beginning February 14, the Rat
will be open for socializing in a nonalcoholic environment. Many
underage students felt the BC campus wasn't conducive to socializing
and UGBC hopes their new series will
help to alleviate this problem.
Featured at the Rat on Friday
nights will be what UGBC Director
of Programming Glenn Gulino terms
"innovative activities." Included will
Dc air Dana contests, comedians, an
open microphone night, and possibly
a cabaret night.

(800) 368-2006 TOIL KRKK
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Underage
Get Pub

LCI/the Sun?
7 nights / 8 days
in Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona
or the Islands

'

w coupon on entreees

AMERICAN-MIDDLE EASTERN FOOD |
Shish Kabob, Mousaka, Grape Leaves,
Steaks. ..Soups, Salads and Sandwhiches
421 Cambridge St.
254-4110
Allston jylA 02134
254-08922

More seductive than sex...
More addictive than any drug...
More precious than gold.
And one man can get it for you.
For a price.
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Announcements

Events and

the Cushing Faculty Lounge to plan
for the new semester. All are
welcome!

TUESDAY

MONDAY

Party!! Join the Gold Key Social Need a Job? All Types available.
Committee - Meeting (Monday) Meeting Carney 30 4:30 - Help!
January 27th at 5:00 pm in Gold Key Unlimited - A BC Student Agency.
Office- McElroy 115.
BC Radio Theatre 5:30 pm on
O'Connell House Applications for WZBC 90.3 FM.
Resident Staff Positions available in
OSPAR. Due Monday (1/27) 4:30 Save Lives! Help organize the Red
Cross Blood Drive. Meeting Tuesday
pm.
4:30 pm Gold Key Office, McElroy
Lecture for English Majors: 115 or stop by anytime. X3497.
CANTERBURY
"Chaucer's
WEDNESDAY
TALES: 600 Years Later." Prof.
Pearsall,
Harvard.
Honors
Derek
Library, Gasson. All others welcome.
World Hunger Committee meeting in

-

The Lesbian/Gay Community will
meet tonight at 7:30 pm at Haley
House, 314 Hammond Street.
Everyone is welcome.

-

THURSDAY
Italian Dinner at Murray House at
5:30. All the pasta, salad, bread, and
tonic you can eat plus a MOVIE - all
for only $2!

FRIDAY

Decision Research
Offers $5.50 per hour

Community Building Weekend

-

-

Share make new friends - at North
Scituate near the beach. Additional
info, in McElroy 215 X3475 Fri. Jan
31st - Sun. Feb 2nd.

Immediate openings for bright, motivated
people to conduct market research studies
at our Brighton telephone facility (on the
Green Line). Permanent, part-time work;
flexible hours.
Decision Research Corporation

BC Filmboard presents "The Gods
Must Be Crazy" Friday and Saturday at 7:30 and 10 pm in McGuinn
Auditorium, and Sunday at 7 pm in
Barry Pavilion.

782-2433

ANNOUNCEMENTS

-

Hypertension Group Program Beth
Israel Hospital's unique Hypertension Group Program teaches participants to control high blood
pressure by using the relaxation
response, exercise, stress management, and low-sodium, low-calorie
diets. Program emphasizes alternative treatmentsto drugs. New 1986
program starts Wed, Feb 5. Call
735-3154 for details.
On Wed Feb 5 at 5:30 pm in the
Women's Resource Center "Women
and Hunger: A Boston Perspective"
co-sponsored by the Women's
Resource Center and the BC Hunger
Committee.
The Gold Key Society is sponsoring
a campus Blood Drive, February,
3-7, 10 am 4 pm in Gasson 100. Info for donors and volunteers X3497.

-

-

BC Radio Theatre needs engineer
will train. Apply at WZBC, McElroy
107, Tuesdays between 4:00 and 6:00
pm or call Mike at 232-5546.

Recruiter's Seminar for Liberal Arts
Students on Feb 3, 4-6 pm in the Ter-

Equal Opportunity Employer

BOSTON

Harriott
NEWTON

EXCELLENT JOB

OPPORTUNITIES

Select from a complete
menu of job opportunities in
hospitality and related areas.

VCOUNCIL TRAVEL
SERVICES
fkZ
\

729 Boylston St Suite 201 Boston

THE KAPLAN CURRICULUM
FOR CAREER CLIMBERS:

LSAT, GMAT, MCAT,
GRE, EfflC
Advanced Medical
Boards, TOEFL,
Nursing Boards,
NTE, CPA, Intro, to
Law, Speed

Reading,
AND MORE.

For nearly 50 years, Stanley H. Kaplan hasprepared
over 1 million studentsfor admission and licensing tests.
Sobefore you take a test, prepare with the best. Kaplan.
A good score may help change your life.

1KAPLAN

STANIEY H.KAPIAN EDUCATIONAL CB4TER UD

Flexible, part-time and full-time hours are available to
suit your class schedule. Competitive wages, excellent
benefits and completely paid training are offered.
Apply at 2345 Commonwealth Avenue in Newton,
or call 969-1000.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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CLASSES FORMING FOR
APRIL-MCAT
JUNE-LSAT I
MARCH-GMAT
APRIL-GREI
CALL NOW FOR DETAILS

I

Germany Tour

Announced
Professor John L. Heineman of
the History Department has announced that once again he will conhistorical tour of Germany,
beginning on June 6, 1986.
This tour, limited to Boston College students, provides a historical
background with visits to some of the
most important sites of the German
Federal Republic, the German
Democratic Republic, Austria, and
Czechoslovakia. The group will visit
Nuremberg, Munich, Innsbruck,
Berchtesgaden, Salzburg, Vienna,
Prague, Dresden, East and West
Berlin, Cologne and Frankfurt.
The 1984 tour, taken by 38 BC
students, was a great success.
Heineman hopes that a sufficient
number of students will be interested
enough to make the repeat trip even
better. The price of the 15 day tour,
including all transportation and
housing, is $1235.
The deadline for applications, including a deposit of $150, is due Friday, January 31, 1986. Descriptions
of the tour with a detailed itinerary
are available in the History DepartOffice, Carney 115.
ment
Heineman,who is presently on sabbatical, will be in his office in Carney
173 on Tuesday, January 28th to
answer any questions.

c
c
c

Neither Rain
C Nor Snow
Nor Dark of
r Blackout...
Will Keep

h

I
I

There will be an open retreat for
anyone interested in No. Scituate Jan
31 -Feb 2; a Senior Retreat in
Cohasset Jan 31 - Feb 2 and Feb 14
- 16 in Wareham. Sign up in
Chaplain's Office, McElroy 215.
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race Lounge of the George Sherman
Union. Reps from some of
Massachusetts' major companies will
discuss what they look for in a college graduate. Contact Janet Oppenheimer 353-9566.

y

j
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w The Heights
w from coming $
II
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test prep services
118 newbury st.
boston, mass. 02116
(617) 266-5082

JAMAICA LIQUORS

900 Huntington Avenue
WE STOCK A COMPLETE
LINE OF COLD KEGS

BUD or

_Barrel: $30 ?
BC Special:

_.._

coors ?/ 2
?,
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Deposit
If Picked Up At Store
277-7990
FREE DELIVERY
277-7837
277-6195
CO- Systems Available on Multi-Keg Orders
Quantity Discount on Liquor and Cases

I
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ClassifidesCla^sifidesClassifidesClassifide^Cla.q
BC Mom, BC Student Agencies
552-3034.

FOR SALE

-

-

flexible between 4 and 12 during
week and 1 pm 2 am weekends. Call
254-2022.

-

1967 Mustang for Sale No beauty Professional Typing Term papers,
but runs great Call Davida at reports, resumes, cover letters. Need a Job? Help Unlimited, a BC
etc
Best price & quality. Call
Student Agency, is looking for
566-2889.
926-4294.
students who want to make money.
one
Sale,
ofRenting
Skis?
For
All
types of jobs (Housecleaning,
Tired
D & G Typing Can't type? Overpr. 180 cm K2 STARFIRE BEGINclerical, tutoring, etc.). Stop by StuNER SKIS. W/Salomon Bindings. worked?? We're your type!!! Fast, dent Agency, Carney 30 or come to
Must Sell. $85. Call Jim 964-4052. reliable service done on IBM a meeting Tuesday, 1/28 at 4:30.
machines. Free pick-up/delivery. Carney 30 for details.
1984 Mazda GLC Deluxe $3,900 Call days, 10-4, 782-4658. Nites,
Black, 2 door hatchback. 5 speed. 438-8577.
Summer Job Positions. Summer sales
and business management program.
38,000 miles. Current market value
Guitar Lessons Blues, popular, Earn $346/week. Opportunity to
$5,500. Call 749-1055 after 7 pm.
travel. Only hard workers need appfolk, ragtime, and acoustic styles. Exly. Call David 254-1634.
Peavy REKNOWN Amplifier. Two perienced teacher and local perChannels. Reverb, and more. 160 former. Call for info. Cindy Moore
watts RMS. Sounds Great!!! Call 734-3532.
Did Your Parents Separate While
964-5995.
You Were in College? Doctoral stuSign up now for BC Travel Spring dent seeks participants for her disserMust sell (Moving) Vector Research Break Trips! Jan 28th is the last day tation research. Subjects will be paid
tape deck and radio receiver. before a late registration fee applies.!
$10. If you are an undergraduate, 18
Fabulous condition. $150 apiece,
to 23 years old, and your parents
$300 both. 964-4896, Holly. Leave Remember! BC Travel, a BC Student were in a first marriage for each of
message.
Agency, will be here after Spring them and separated after you left for
Break - Mike, in Hillsides B-61 college, please call Kathy, 235-1175.
SERVICES
won't!
NEEDED: Weekly Guitar Lessons.
Voice Lessons and Dramatic
Please call Anne R. at 964-1626.
HELP WANTED
Coaching. Learn to sing correctly,
prevent vocal strain, prepare for
APARTMENTS/ROOMMATES
vocal auditions. Experienced teacher, Jobs with Peace SANE, the oldest
near BC. Classical and Broadway. antinuclear lobby is looking for comCall 527-3320.
mitted students to train as activists. Live on South Street this semester
Good pay. Part time 5-10 pm. Call Apartment available. Clean and furSummer Camp Tennis instructors 354-2169
nished; two bedrooms; RENT
wanted. Must be mature and responNEGOTIABLE (CHEAP); Call
sible individual with a positive at- Summer & Career Jobs Available! 782-5909.
titude. Experiencepreferred but not Resort Hotels, Cruise Liners &
essential. Call Mark at 890-4542.
Amusement Parks are now accepting Male/Female to share a 4 bedroom
applications for employment! To house with 2 people in Newtonville.
Ft Lauderdale Spring Break '86
Easy access to bus. $320. From Feb
receive an application and informaPrice $309. Includes round trip jet tion, write: Tourism Information Ist to May Ist. 332-6442.
and 7 nights hotel Holiday Inn. All Services, P.O. Box 7411 Hilton Head
taxes and tips. Town Tours, 482 Island, SC 29928.
Main St., Maiden, MA 02148.
321-3993.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Female Roommate Needed! Great
Location! Near bus stops and Green
Line. Three bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
microwave. Fantastic roommates.
Call Anne today! 734-6566.

I

-

Wish Mom were here to clean up
after you, do your laundry, and shop
for your food? Stop wishing Call

-

Riley: Remember, you still have a
New Years resolution to live up t0....

J.C.
?: Here's to some interesting revelations in 1986! C.

-

? Centle Adjustive

HAND

Techniques

**+_<__*'
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? Nutrition

\

? Weekend and Evening
Hours Available

CHIROPRACTIC

? Same Day Emergency
Care

Dr. Steven Hecht
124 Harvard St. Suite 3

Aqua Retreat
214 Market St.
Brighton, MA 02135
739-0940

Brookline, MA 02146
(617)739-0940

L--

INEXPENSIVE STUDENT RATES

'

________

.

TUES.,

JAN. 28

McGuinn sth5 th Floor
Lounge
PM

lk I I

? Slide Presentation of
Full

Last Year's Expo
? Interview and
Resume Tips
? Researching Companies
And Organizations
? Networking

Time/Part^B

Time/Weekends, Daytime/After-^B
noons/Nighrs. Uptown, downtown, all

\u25a0 around towns and even the Technology |
I Highway. High Rise/High Tech. You name it I
I we protect it. Armed/Unarmed/Uniformed/ I
Blazer.
UPTOWN OFFICE, 334 Mass. Aye.
(across from Symphony MBTA)
12:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. M/F
DOWNTOWN OFFICE, 66 Canal Street
(across from Hay market MBTA)
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. M/F

_^k
_^k

or Call 742-1250

_

FOR B.C. STUDENTS

\\ \J

Career Expo

??

,

1 00-plus Companies Seeking
AHANA Applicants

? February 18, 19, 20

II

£_W_J_Wk

B.C. Student's Orientation
have 100

.

CAREER EXPO ORIENTATION

3l

*Jk

10l

J

CONVENIENTLOCATIOH
TEXACO GASOLINES
OPEN 24 HOURS
-\u25ba-* TEXACO WINTER BLEND DIESEL
FAST EASY SELF SERVICE
HAVOLINE MOTOR OIL
-\u25ba-» CIGARETTES SNACKS MAGAZINES

IN JUNE 1986 YOU'LL NEED A JOB
FIND IT IN FEBRUARY AT CAREER EXPO '86
PREPARE FOR EXPO IN JANUARY AT THE
<*

J

BRIGHTON

_

...Have experience with children
Have some weekday
mornings or afternoons free .Have excellent references

\u25a0

1

_______^__
MMMM | M^

And Want to Earn $5 -$6 an Hour Babysitting
Parents In a Pinch, Inc.
has the perfect part-time/full-time job for you y
call Joy today at 739-KIDS.

\u25a0

? Most Insurance

332 CHESTNUT HILL AYE.

GREAT JOBS AVAILABLE
EARN EXCELLENT $ $

MrvVo

Clods: HAPPY BIRTHDAY! (Feb
2nd)....Must be time to SPONGE....
1986 is also D.O.C. Year!

?lE¥£lA§m?t&?tE

Drivers Needed at Pizza Wheel. Full
and part time hours available. Hours

.

FRESHMAN who have
sophomore year living off campus
but wish to have junior year off, call
Rich at 964-4161.
$$$$

Roommate Needed Chestnut Hill
location, across from main gate. $45
per week, heat and electricity included. Call Mrs. O'Leary at 332-6905
Closest off-campus housing.

-

Donna Leigh Typing Service Vi mile
from campus! Low prices, high
quality. No job too big or too small.
Papers, resumes, etc. 738-9607.

PERSONALS

Roommate wanted: for large 3
bedrm. hse. in Oak Sqare. 3A mile
from campus. Furnished and very
well maintained. Looking for 3rd
rmate to share exp. $250 s util. Call
964-4395

-

-

-

3 to 4 Roommates Needed to share
attractive, clean two bedroom South
St. apt. on BC shuttle line. 5 mm
walking distance to lower campus.
Accessible to Comm. Aye. and T.
Fairly inexpensive. Must leave. Oncampus housing became available.
Please call 783-4890 as soon as possible. First come, first serve. Brighton.

HEALING

-

2 Roommates NeededImmediately
Male Freshman 5 minute walk to
campus or BC Shuttle Available - 31
South St. 783-2855.
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? Westin Hotel, Copley Place

MAKE EXPO A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE FOR YOU
Sponsored by the AHANA Career Services

Office

B

28 January 27, 1986 The Heights
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free credits
toward a degree
in buy-ology.

To those of you who seek to better your buying skills, we offer these extra credits. Stop by
and see what the B.U. Bookstore really has to offer. Textbooks. Fashions. Travel. Computers.
Eyewear. Flowers. And more. Take the Green Line to Kenmore.
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Get 20% off any
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of compact discs. Special orders
are welcome.

'excluding sale merchandise
May not be combined with any other discount. Offer

exptresFebruary

15. 1986.

Kenmore Square (617) 267-8484. Hours Mon -Sal.9:30 AM-7 PM; Sun. 12"-5 PM. Majorcredit cards.
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Free customer parkins on Deerfield
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Get 25% off any single
purchase of software

and supplies in stock
with this coupon.* Multiple
items may be purchased.

__ .

?Discounts wll be determined fro,,,
suggested retail pnces. Cannot be used
in combination with any other coupon.
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coupon.* Multiple
items may be
purchased.
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"Discounts will be determined
from suggested retail pnces
Cannot be used in combination
with any other coupon.
n
beb.~c lb, .cac
Coupon expu-es rL986.
No further discounts apply.
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Kenmore

(617) 236-7464,

Hours Mon.-Sat. 9:30 AM-7 PM: Sun
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12-5 PM.

Majorcredit
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FebruaryJ 16, 1986
Offer expires
v

Mon Sa, 9:30 AM-? PM: Sun 12 5 PM. Majorrredit cards prt-c cuslonjfr parking un I)<-<-r1,eld Si
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Kenmore Square (617) 267-8484

TheAXl2
regularly
priced at
$299.95.
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Majorcredit cards. Free customer parking on Deerfield St.
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et 25% off color print
or color slide processing.
7,mnr-.
CaiflCrra
0011
'tiIWJ HKlEnyl 4kBV, Next day service available.
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Hours Mon.-Sat,

9:30 AM-7 PM:
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ROOKSTORF
12-5 PM.
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Offer expires May 31. 1986.
Coupon vabd for one
r on y
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Major credit cards. Free customer parking on Deerfteld St.
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Save $110.95 with this coupon
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national languages and
scientific symbols; 40 pitch typing; and autocharacter lift-off cor- matic relocation after
rection; 10 and 12
correction.
Kenmore Square
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More books for more people than anyone else around.

-J Lines per customer
3l 1986
Coupon <djd for one offer only
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Square m7) 2e MM Hl>urs Mon.-Sat. 9:30 AM-7 PM; Sun. 12-5 PM.

Limit:
offer

customer parking on Deerfield St.
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University Computers is an authorized dealer for IBM® Apple* Macintosh'? Epson*
Equity? NEC* Okidata, and more.
Square

Kenmore

Savings! \
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Hours Mon Sal. 930 AM-7 PM; Sun. 12-5 PM. Majorcredit card. Free customer parkinson Deerfield S,

(617) 236-7464

-

books for more people than anyone else around.

12-5 PM Majorcredit cards. Free customer parking on Deerfield St,

Get 25% offany Boston
guidebook or map
J_\ W__ M
in the new Travel/
Regional Department _M MB \u25a0\u25a0
on the fifth leveK
A&
COmbmed Wth an>'
Other discount. Not valid on
previously discounted merchandise. Offer expires
February 15, 1986.

UNIVERSITY

BOSTON

Around the world!
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University Computers is an authorized dealer (or IBM* Apple* Macintosh';
Epson?Equity? NECf Okidaia. and more.
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Hours Mon -Sat. 9:30 AM-7 PM; Sun.

Kenmore Square (617) 267-8484.
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Meaning of the word.

Get 25% off any
dictionary or thesaurus _M
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_\Qf _\__W_
in our newly expanded |V«1
MIBB l_\__W W
*U~wM \u25a0
second level reference fl
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area.
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Absolute Music is located on
the third level of the Boston
University Bookstore. We are
specialists in Classical, Jazz, Folk

-

]! f

Absolute Music!

Visit our TeleType Shop on the
Lower Level of the B U Bookstore We carry a complete line
of Brother supplies and accessones. Repair service is av^lable and our my electronic
carry a one year
hmtedwarTan,y
ouier

discounts
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MH BOSTON UNIVERSITY

W ROOKSTORF
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More books for more people than anyone else around.

Hours Mon.-Sal. 9:31) AM-7 PM. Sun. 12-5 PM Major

credjl cards.

Pree customer parking on Meeroeld St.

:

B B.U. Bookstore

There's something more to New England's largest bookstore.
Kenmore Sq. (617) 267-8484. Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 AM-7 PM; Sun. 12-5 PM. Major credit cards. Free parking on Deerfield St.
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